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Abstract 

The growing world population coupled with longer human life expectancy warrants the need for 

better medical implant development. Recent advances in lithographic techniques have opened the 

door to a variety of approaches to tackle the aforementioned issue. However, several scientific 

hurdles must be overcome before patients can use fully synthetic and effective implants.  

Identifying the optimal material, porosity, and mechanical properties of the scaffold to induce 

cell functionality are key obstacles. Limitations in established fabrication techniques have 

hindered the ability to fully understand cell behavior on 3D substrates. 3D printing is limited to 

feature sizes that are at least one order of magnitude larger than a single cell (~10μm); 

electrospinning is able to yield features that are on the same scale as cells, but its stochastic 

nature leads to scaffolds with poor mechanical properties; salt leeching doesn’t allow for control 

of pore size and distribution which have detrimental effects on nutrient diffusion and cell 

ingrowth, thereby thwarting the formation of functional tissue. 

Much effort has been made to create a suitable platform for regenerating a relatively less 

complex organ, such as bone, yet the inability to fully understand cell mechanics on 3D scaffolds 

has curbed the fabrication of effective bone implants.  

The first part of this thesis focuses on the suitability of nanoarchitected materials as 3D platforms 

for bone-tissue growth. We employed two-photon lithography to create polymeric and 

hydroxyapatite-coated 3D nanolattices to explore scaffold biocompatibility and material effects 

on osteoblast attachment and growth. Our experiments showed that the unit cell geometry, 

tetrakaidekahedron, and size, 25μm, were adequate for cell attachment and infiltration, which are 
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hallmark signs of biocompatibility. Our study also corroborated previous findings that 

mammalian cells respond differently to different materials that they come in contact with. To 

isolate structural effects, we fabricated nanolattices coated with a uniform 20nm-thick outermost 

layer of TiO2. These nanolattices, which had fixed porosity and unit cell size (25μm) while they 

varied in structural stiffness (~2-9MPa) were used to explore the influence of scaffold properties 

on the viability of osteoblasts in a microenvironment similar to that of natural bone. Upon 

growing osteogenic cells on the nanolattices, significant cell attachment and presence of various 

calcium phosphate species, which are commonly found in natural bone, were observed. These 

findings suggest that 3-dimensional nano-architected materials can be used as effective scaffolds 

for bone cell growth and proliferation. 

 

The second part of the thesis investigates the effects of nanolattice structural stiffness and 

loading conditions on osteoblast behavior. We fabricated nanolattices with stiffness ranging from 

~0.7MPa to 100MPa. Experiments done by seeding osteoblast-like cells on these nanolattices 

revealed that both stress fiber concentration and bioapatite deposition were higher on the most 

compliant nanolattice, (0.7 MPa) by ~20% and ~40% respectively. These results provide insights 

into cell behavior in 3D microenvironments which can lead to a better understanding of stress 

shielding at the cellular level. Preventing stress shielding by creating scaffolds with structural 

stiffness and porosity that enhances osteoblasts activity could lead to the creation of effective 

implants with improved mechanical stability which ultimately improves osteointegration. 

In addition to investigating static cell-scaffold interactions we took advantage of the nanolattices 

tunability to study the effects of dynamic loading on cell behavior. Bone adaptation is driven by 

dynamic, rather than static loading, however there is still wide controversy on whether stress, 
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strain or loading frequency plays the most significant role in bone remodeling, which drives 

bone healing. 

In order to understand cell sensitivity to varying loads, displacements and frequencies, we 

fabricated hollow TiO2 nanolattices with stiffness ranging from ~0.7-35MPa which were 

populated with osteoblast-like cells and subjected to cyclic compression to either a constant 

stress or strain. After seeding SAOS-2 cells on the nanolattices for 12 days different dynamic 

loading conditions were tested: (1) cyclic uniaxial compressions to strains ranging from ~0.3-2% 

strain were carried out to investigate the effects of strain magnitude on cell behavior. (2) Cyclic 

uniaxial compressions to stresses spanning from ~0.02-1MPa were performed to explore the role 

of stress magnitude on the cells’ stress fibers formation. (3) The nanolattices were cyclically 

loaded at different frequencies, ~0.1-3Hz, while maintaining stress and strain constant, which 

provided insights into how loading frequency affects osteoblasts behavior.  

Cell activity, which was measured by monitoring f-actin and vinculin fluorescence intensity, 

revealed increased fluorescence in those cells that were mechanically stimulated as opposed to 

those that were statically grown on the nanolattices regardless of loading condition. Cell 

response was most drastically affected by varying the loading frequency. A ~30% increase in f-

actin fluorescence was observed in the cells grown on the nanolattices that were loaded at ~3Hz 

compared to those that were grown on the nanolattices that were cyclically compressed at 

~0.1Hz. 

The last part of this thesis is focused on developing a three-dimensional architected capacitor that 

could be used as a strain gauge to further our understanding of cell mechanics in 3D. We took 

advantage of the mechanical tunability of the nanolattices to fabricate a 3D parallel-plate 

capacitor with a basal capacitance of ~280fF and able to sense forces as low as ~30μN. This 
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work points to nano-architected materials as promising candidates for ideal platforms to 

investigate more realistic cellular conditions which can immensely benefit the field of tissue 

engineering. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Background 

1.1. Current Bone Implants 

1.1.1. Commercially Available Implants 

 
The skeleton is a remarkably complex organ that provides the necessary structural support for the 

human body to perform mechanical functions. Upon injury, bone has the ability to self-heal by 

clearing out necrotic tissues and depositing freshly generated minerals1.  

This unique restorative capacity, allows bones to heal and reach strengths comparable to those of 

pristine bone. However this regenerative ability is slow and can lead to shape and size 

abnormalities2. Efforts to develop bone grafts that would optimize and accelerate bone healing 

have been made for more than 350 years; bone implants are designed to facilitate and enhance 

the bone healing process by providing adequate mechanical and physiological cues to the 

patient’s bone3. The implant’s ultimate goal is to provide a platform for the patient’s cells to 

secrete a collagenous extracellular matrix which gets mineralized over time. This newly formed 

mineralized tissue is then remodeled, resulting in the formation of mature bone around the 

implant, which secures it to the surrounding bone4,5.  

There are 3 main types of bone implants6: (1) autografts, which are osseous matter that is 

harvested from one anatomic site of the patient and transplanted to the target injured site. This 

type of implant has the advantage of preventing any immunologic adverse response at the cost of 

donor site morbidity, increased blood loss and increased operative time. 

(2) Allografts are implants whereby bone is harvested from human cadavers, sterilely processed 

and transplanted to a recipient. Allografts have the advantage of preserving the native 
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mechanical properties and structural features of natural bone but high costs, low availability and 

risks such as viral transmission make them an imperfect substitute. 

(3) Fully synthetic implants represent a good alternative to the aforementioned bone grafts. 

Given their wide-availability, comparatively low cost and absence of risks such as donor site 

morbidity and viral transmission, they have become the most commonly adopted bone implants. 

 
Commercially available synthetic orthopedic implants are primarily manufactured out of 

stainless steel and titanium alloys to achieve the required fatigue strength, high strength-to-

weight ratio, flexibility, resistance to corrosion, and biocompatibility7. Recently, the focus has 

shifted from metallic implants toward ceramic ones mainly composed of different ratios of Ca, 

Na, Mg, P, S, O. This shift was primarily motivated by an attempt to increase biocompatibility, 

osteogenesis, and osteocoductivity, which is the ability of the implant to provide an adequate 

platform for new bone growth8,9. 

 
1.1.2. Limitations of Current Bone Implants  
 
Bone is a complex composite material whose mechanical properties arise from its hierarchical 

structure. The constituent materials of bone, collagen and calcium phosphate, combine to form 

its lamellar structure10. The lamellae are arranged in different ways to compose the two distinct 

types of bone, cortical and trabecular: (1) cortical bone, which comprises 80% of the total bone 

mass, is found in the shaft of long bones and in the shell of flat bone. (2) Trabecular bone, which 

comprises the remaining 20% of bone mass is a highly porous (40–90%) network of beams and 

plates mainly found at the ends of long bones and within the core of flat bones11,12.  These two 

types of bone display significantly different mechanical properties: cortical bone provides 

stiffness and a higher strength than trabecular bone with an elastic modulus of ~18 GPa and a 
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compressive strength of 193MPa. The complex network of trabecular bone, which functionally 

behaves like stochastic foam, provides excellent energy absorption mechanisms which are 

reflected in its extraordinary toughness13. 

 
Traditionally, bone implants have been made from metallic biomaterials such as stainless steels, 

Co-Cr alloys, and titanium (Ti) and its alloys. The choice of these materials coupled with their 

monolithic design led to implants that are stiffer and stronger than cortical bone. The elastic 

modulus of Co-Cr alloys is ~200 GPa, that of Ti is ~100 GPa and the lowest value of Young’s 

modulus reported for a titanium alloy implant (Ti-35Nb-4Sn) is around 40 GPa. These values are 

at least 2 times higher than those of cortical bone and one order of magnitude higher than the 

Young’s modulus of trabecular bone (~ 1 GPa)14. 

 
This discrepancy in stiffness between bone and the implant results in insufficient mechanical 

load transfer from the implant to the surrounding tissues, which leads to stress shielding, a 

phenomenon by which the orthopedic implant absorbs most of the imposed mechanical load and 

minimizes load transfer to the surrounding cells15,16. 

Wolff’s law predicts two possible outcomes for bone growth in response to mechanical loading: 

(1) applying an adequate mechanical load to bone causes the surrounding osteoblasts to respond 

by initiating a remodeling process that leads to the formation of denser and stronger bone over 

time or (2) a lack of mechanical load on bone activates osteoclasts, which start breaking down 

bone tissue which leads to bone resorption17. As a consequence of the implant being stiffer than 

the surrounding tissue, the injured bone adapts to these reduced stresses relative to its natural 

state, decreasing its mass, which prevents the bone from anchoring to the implant and leads to 

implant loosening and eventual failure7,18,19. Osseointegration, which is defined as the degree of 
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consolidation between the implant and the surrounding osseous tissues is compromised by the 

consequences of stress shielding20–22. Hutmacher et al. (2000) postulated that an ideal implant 

should retain durability in the body and have mechanical properties that match those of the 

natural bone that is being replaced23. This remains to be demonstrated experimentally, especially 

at the cellular level.  

	
In addition to mechanical compatibility, which strongly contributes to osseointegration, an ideal 

implant should be biocompatible, showing no evidence of adverse cellular response, and 

osteoconductive, enabling the healing bone cells to grow and deposit new bone tissue. Current 

implants display other limitations in both of these two areas of research: 

 
(1) limited biocompatibility 
 
For decades, bone implants have been made from metallic materials (Ti, Co, Cr, Fe, Al, V, Mo) 

which were thought to be necessary to provide structural stability to the regenerating tissue. 

However, studies have shown that the corrosion byproducts accumulate around the injured area 

and spread throughout the body over time, which lead to local and systemic toxicity. 

Significantly elevated metal contents have been measured both in areas adjacent to the injured 

site and in the blood and urine of patients with metallic implants. Metal levels of up to 21 ppm 

Ti, 10.5 ppm Al, and 1 ppm V and up to 2 ppm Co, 12.5 ppm Cr, and 1.5 ppm Mo have been 

observed24,25. 

 
(2) Inadequate porosity 
 
Porosity is defined as the percentage of empty space in a solid and is a fundamental component 

of cell scaffolds for bone regeneration. It serves as a template for cell infiltration and nutrient 
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diffusion, which are necessary for bone-extracellular matrix deposition to provide structural 

support to the newly formed tissue. Commercially available implants exhibit lower porosity than 

cortical bone (~10%), which increases their stiffness and decreases the rate of vascularization. 

Inadequate vascularity leads to insufficient nutrient delivery to the healing site, which increases 

the incidence of atrophic bone nonunion, failure of tissue-implant integration26. 

The limitations of currently available implants are largely a consequence of the insufficient 

knowledge we have about cell behavior at the microscale. Until recently, bone implant research 

has mainly revolved around large-scale integration and mechanics with a specific focus on 

creating light, stiff, high cycle fatigue implants that were thought to be essential features of 

successful bone prostheses6,24.  

Recent findings have shown that cell-scaffold interactions at the single cell level have profound 

effects on tissue growth, morphology and functionality27,28.  

Our knowledge about cell mechanics, adhesion, migration, and cytoskeletal function comes 

primarily from studies on 2D tissue culture29–31. Recent literature has shown that cell activity on 

2D planar substrates is markedly different from cell activity on 3D scaffolds32,33. In-vivo 

environments are inherently 3D, therefore understanding cell behavior in such a three-

dimensional space is paramount to designing better implants.  

Studies have shown that relative to 2D protein-coated substrates, 3D-matrix interactions led to 

enhanced cell adhesion by a factor of 6 and enhanced cell infiltration by a factor of 1.5, which 

caused the cells to assume the spindle-shaped morphology characteristically seen in vivo. At the 

molecular level, it was observed that adhesive proteins, paxillin and integrins, co-localized in 3D 

matrices while they separately localized when cells were grown on 2D substrates32. Current 
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implants are made of features that are several orders of magnitude larger in size than cells and 

therefore to a single cell, the implant feels like a flat 2D substrate. New technological 

advancements in micro fabrication techniques and material processing have opened the doors to 

probing cell activity on 3D scaffolds with features size on the same order as that of single cells. 

1.1.3 Current Efforts in Bone Scaffolds Development 
 
The aforementioned limitations associated with the fabrication of currently available bone 

implants have not been able to meet their large demand. Successful implant integration and long-

term healing of bone fractures remain a major surgical challenge and suboptimal outcomes can 

have significant economic repercussions and negatively affect quality of life34,35. 

In order to understand the root causes of the problems plaguing current commercially available 

bone implants, much research has been devoted to studying native extracellular matrix (ECM). 

Engler has shown that mesenchymal stem cells can differentiate into neurons, myoblasts, or 

osteoblasts when they are grown on substrates with stiffness similar to that of the brain (0.1−1 

kPa), muscle (8−17 kPa), or cartilage (20-40kpa), respectively29,36,37. 

A growing body of evidence has shown that ECM architecture, porosity and stiffness can 

modulate stem cell adhesion, proliferation, migration and differentiation. Studies using 

decellularized bone ECM have shown that 3D porous materials have a great potential to unveil 

the fundamental causes of cell-scaffold load transfer, mass transport at the single cell level and 

cell-material response38. However, typical procedures to decellularize native matrix are 

chemically and physically aggressive and lead to modification in the morphology and 

mechanical properties of the extracted ECM. Since it has already matured when at the stage of 

decellularization, the extracted ECM does not represent the true microenvironment that led to its 
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formation, minimizing its usefulness. Besides, extracted ECM represents the frame of the tissue 

at a mature level and doesn’t necessarily give clues about the micro-environment that led to its 

formation. 

Synthetic cellular solids provide a great platform to make 3D scaffolds modulate porosity, 

material, size, and stiffness. The modulation of these properties can give important insight into 

the optimal microenvironments that bone cells build to form mature collagenous ECM, which 

eventually becomes mineralized into bone. 

Recent research that took advantage of the tunability of cellular solids as cell scaffolds has 

shown that mammalian cell viability, attachment and migration strongly depend on mean pore 

size and specific surface area of the 3D cellular scaffolds26,39,40. O’Brien et al. (2005) discovered 

that as the pore size increased from 95μm to 150μm, cell viability decreased by a factor of 2 and 

cell attachment scaled linearly with increasing specific surface area41. Harley et al. (2008) showed 

that cell migration and cell speed, measured as the distance covered by a cell in a given amount 

of time increased by a factor of 2 when the pore size was reduced from 151μm to 96μm 42. 

Raimondi et al. (2013) fabricated polymeric scaffolds and observed that a minimum pore size of 

10μm was necessary to allow for cell infiltration into their scaffold39. Tayalia et al. (2008) utilized 

polymeric scaffolds and showed that cells are more uniformly dispersed inside scaffolds with 

pore sizes of 52μm compared to 12μm27. Despite a growing body of literature on 3D cell-scaffold 

interaction, the main focus has been on investigating the relationship between porosity and 

cellular behavior. Limited information about the role of scaffold stiffness on cell behavior is 

available. The 3D scaffolds that have been investigated either have MPa-level structural stiffness 

and strut dimensions of hundreds of microns, which is an order of magnitude larger than bone 
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cell size, or strut dimensions on the same order as cell size (1-10μm), but stiffness spanning 10-

200 kPa23,42,43. 

Most of the scaffolds that were used in these studies were made out of FDA-approved 

polycaprolactone, polyglycolic acid, polyglycolide, polylactide, collagen and hydroxyapative-

polymer composites which are inherently compliant, which are unable to reach a larger stiffness 

range without increasing the strut size. 

1.2. Architected Cellular Solids 
 
1.2.1. What are Cellular Solids? 
 
Cellular solids are assemblies of geometrical unit cells made up of an interconnected network of 

solid struts or plates that pack together to fill space in either a stochastic fashion such as in 

stochastic foams or in an ordered fashion such as in architected materials. By combining 

constitutive material properties and architectural elements, properties such as stiffness, strength, 

toughness, thermal conductivity, diffusivity and so forth, can be tailored to meet requirements 

that were traditionally thought to be impossible. The mechanical properties of cellular solids are 

generally characterized by their constituent material properties, relative density, which is defined 

as the volume fraction of the solid material (Vs) divided by the representative volume of the unit 

cell (Vuc), 𝜌= Vs/Vuc and structural topology, which is defined by the connectivity of the struts or 

faces comprising the unit cell of the cellular solid44. 

Cellular solids can be topologically defined as bending or stretching-dominated. This distinction 

comes from the unit cell’s nodal connectivity (Z), which represents the number of struts that 

meet at an intersection point. A three-dimensional structure with Z < 12 is bending dominated 

and its main deformation mechanism is via bending of its struts while a structure with Z ≥ 12 is 

stretching dominated and resists mechanical deformation via compression and tension of its 
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struts45–47. The structural deformation mechanism directly impacts the modulus (E*) and yield 

strength (𝜎#) of the overall structure48. Bending-dominated are structures that allow for bending 

of their beams, and their strength and modulus scale as 𝜎# ∝ 𝜌%.' and 𝐸 ∝ 𝜌), while stretching-

dominated structures have no intrinsic mechanisms that allow for bending deformation, and as a 

result, their strength and stiffness scale linearly with relative density 𝜎# ∝ 	𝜌 and 𝐸 ∝ 𝜌49.  

A cellular material under compression undergoes three regimes of behavior in its stress-strain 

response, as shown in Figure 1. Initially, the bending of cell edges corresponds to the linear 

elastic behavior. This linear elastic region is followed by a stress plateau involving cell collapse 

and specific behavior, such as plastic yielding or brittle failure, dependent on the nature of the 

solid material from which the cellular solid is composed. The final regime begins when opposite 

cell walls come into contact, with further deformation compressing the cell wall material itself. 

This results in the steeply rising regime of the stress-strain response, known as densification50. 

 
Figure 1: Typical uniaxial stress-strain response for an elastic-plastic foam under 
compression. The three regimes of the mechanical behavior (linear elasticity, plateau, and 
densification) are labeled. Based on [50]. 
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1.2.2. Nature’s Architected Materials 
 
Over millions of years nature developed cellular structures that display complex architected 

designs spanning nine orders of magnitude from nanometers all the way to meters. 

Nature’s use of such a large range of length scales may have evolved as a consequence of the 

mechanical requirements imposed onto biological systems, which involve minimizing weight 

while keeping high stiffness, strength and toughness.  

By reducing density and taking advantage of structural mechanics, nature’s architected materials, 

which are often composed of both ordered and disordered phases across different levels of 

hierarchy, are prominent examples of the ability to conserve materials while maintaining 

excellent mechanical properties. For instance hard biological materials such as bone, antler, 

shell, nacre, and wood are known to have exceptional hardness and toughness and have been 

reported to have higher fracture toughness than man-made composites of the same composition 

and density51,52. Hard porous biological materials such as sea sponges, diatoms, and radiolarians 

are simultaneously stiff, tough, and lightweight, properties that have been shown to contribute to 

their effective defense against predators. Plant stems and narrow plant leaves have developed 

tubular structures that exhibit a honeycomb-like or foam-like core supporting a denser outer 

cylindrical shell, which increase the resistance of the shell to kinking or local buckling failure53,54. 

Characterizing and understanding these natural structures has the potential of providing humans 

with precious guidelines for the design of new advanced materials. 

 
1.3. Architected Cellular Solids as Platforms for Cell Scaffolding 
 
A major goal of bone tissue engineering is to synthesize or regenerate the injured tissue. 

Architected 3D cellular solids offer a useful platform to investigate key parameters of bone 
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remodeling for the eventual design of more effective implantable orthopedic devices55. The 

tunability of cellular solids has already been successfully exploited in several fields: by 

increasing porosity while utilizing a rigid geometry, researchers could fabricate an architected 

cellular solid with low thermal conductivity and high stiffness which is highly desirable for space 

application56. The ability to modulate pore size and their geometrical distribution allowed for the 

fabrication of an ultralight cellular structure that exhibited excellent energy absorption 

properties, which is ideal for military application57,58. 

Recent advances in 3D manufacturing technologies has enabled the creation of arbitrary 

geometries with feature sizes spanning from a few hundred nanometers to a few hundred 

microns, which make it very attractive for biomedical application. Self-propagating 

photopolymer waveguides, microstereolithography, two-photon lithography, and holographic 

lithography are techniques that allow for the fabrication of such 3D multi-scale structures59–61. In 

addition to controlling porosity, unit cell geometry and periodicity, these techniques are well 

integrated with established semiconductor fabrication techniques (etching, metallization, surface 

functionalization), which increase the parameter space that is available for cell interrogation. 

Ultimately, cellular solids could be fabricated with optimal properties for synthetic bone growth. 

The patient’s target cells would be harvested and seeded onto the multi-scale 3D architected 

scaffold that would serve as an artificial extra cellular matrix for cell growth and tissue 

formation. The diseased or damaged tissue from the injured site would be removed and the 

scaffold with attached cells would then be implanted in the patient. Over time, the synthetic 

matrix would integrate into the patient’s body with full tissue regeneration with properties 

identical to native tissue.  
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1.4. Thesis Overview 
 
The aim of this thesis is to develop a better understanding of cell behavior, specifically bone 

cells, on periodic 3D nano-architectures. Chapter 2 describes the fabrication of nanoarchitected 

materials with different geometries, kagome and tetrakaidecahedron, which were used to identify 

a suitable unit cell size that allowed for cell infiltration and proliferation. Electron microscopy 

was used to confirm that a pore size of 25μm appears to be an adequate size for cell infiltration 

into the fabricated structures. 

Material effects were probed by locking unit cell geometry and pore size.  Polymeric and 

hydroxyl-apatite-coated nanolattices with a tetrakaidecahedral geometry were fabricated and 

osteoblast-like cells were grown on them. SEM analysis revealed that morphological differences 

in the deposits secreted by the cells were evident, but quantitative analysis could not be 

performed due to scarcity of deposited material available. These experiments revealed that both 

pore size and scaffold material affect cell infiltration, proliferation and function. 

Based on these findings, we fabricated larger nanolattices of constant porosity and material 

composition that were used to probe osteoblast functionality, which was measured as a function 

of collagen and mineral deposition. SEM, energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and Raman 

spectroscopy were utilized to evaluate the biocompatibility of the fabricated nanolattices. Cell 

adhesion, proliferation and mineral deposition were observed to be qualitatively 

indistinguishable across nanolattices with elastic moduli spanning from ~2-9MPa. EDS and 

Raman spectroscopy analysis revealed the presence of hydroxylapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2), 

tricalcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2) and metaphosphates ([Ca2(P2O7)]n), chemical species normally 

found in natural bone. Such osteogenic functionality suggests that 3-dimensional nanoarchitected 
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materials can be used as effective scaffolds for cell growth and proliferation, which could 

eventually lead to the generation of better bone implants. 

Chapter 3 explores the role of scaffold structural stiffness on osteoblast activity.  The 

mechanosensitive response of osteoblast-like cells was explored by tracking mineral secretions 

and intracellular f-actin and vinculin concentrations after 2, 8 and 12 days of cell culture in 

mineralization media on nanonattices with tetrakaidecahedral periodic geometry and structural 

stiffness ranging from 0.7-100 MPa. 

Experiments revealed that the most compliant nanolattices had ~20% more intracellular f-actin 

and ~40% more calcium and phosphate secreted onto them than the stiffer nanolattices, where 

such cellular response was virtually indistinguishable. 

Chapter 4 focuses on investigating the role of different dynamic loading conditions on bone cell 

activity, which was measured by tracking the concentration of intracellular stress fibers and focal 

adhesions. By compressing osteoblasts, which had been grown on nanolattices of different 

structural stiffnesses to varying strains, stresses and loading frequencies we attempted to 

elucidate which mechanical cues bone cells are more sensitive to. These results can be used to 

develop medical therapies which have the potential of slowing down, if not preventing bone 

density loss in patients prone to osteoporosis. 

Chapter 5 investigates the potential of combining two-photon lithography with standard 

semiconductor fabrication techniques to develop 3D architected force sensors that can probe 

cellular forces in microenvironments which mimic more realistic physiological conditions. 

Overall this thesis points to 3D nanoarchitected materials as a promising platform for studying 

complex cellular behaviors and for creating efficient implantable medical devices. 
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Chapter 2. Investigating the Biocompatibility of Two Topologically Different 
Three-Dimensional Nano-Architected Materials: the Kagome and 
Tetrakaidecahedron Geometries. 

In this chapter we report on the fabrication of periodic 3D nano-architectures with ~99% 

porosity, ~2μm strut diameters, and ~2-9MPa structural stiffness that were used to explore the 

influence of scaffold properties on the viability of osteoblasts in a microenvironment similar to 

that of natural bone. 

First we explored the role that geometry and pore size had on cell infiltration and found that a 

pore size of 25μm in diameter was sufficient for cell adhesion and proliferation. We also 

confirmed that nanolattice material affected cell response, which was measured as a function of 

cell secretions. In order to eliminate such variables we fabricated nanolattices that had unit cells 

with tetrakaidecahedral geometry and a pore size of 25μm. The unit cells were tessellated in 

space to form a lattice with lateral dimensions of 200μm x 200μm and a height of 50μm. Some 

of the polymer nanolattices were coated with a conformal 120nm-thick layer of SiO2, others were 

coated with 120nm of Ti. All nanolattices had a ~20nm-thick outermost layer of TiO2.  

Osteogenic cells were grown on the nanolattices for 28 days, and the resulting cell morphology 

and depositions were characterized via scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS), and Raman spectroscopy. These analyses revealed significant cell 

attachment and the presence of hydroxylapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2), tricalcium phosphate 

(Ca3(PO4)2) and metaphosphates ([Ca2(P2O7)]n), chemical species normally found in natural bone. 

Such osteogenic functionality suggests that 3-dimensional nano-architected materials can be used 

as effective scaffolds for cell growth and proliferation, which could eventually lead to the 
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generation of better bone implants. 

 
2.1. Chapter Summary 
 
Bone grafting is among the most common surgeries in the US with approximately 400,000 cases 

per year62. As detailed in section 1.1.1. and 1.1.2. commercially available implants are made of 

metallic alloys that exhibit high stiffness, strength and fracture toughness. As a consequence of 

these properties they cause stress shielding, cytotoxicity, which due to byproducts leeching and 

their low porosity leads to poor re-vascularization of the injured site. 

Clinical data confirms the inadequacy of current bone implants and highlights the importance of 

understanding the fundamental causes of implant failure at the cellular level. Several questions 

remain unanswered: (1) what is an adequate pore size for successful cell infiltration and nutrient 

diffusion? (2) Are cells affected by the scaffold material? (3) Are cells highly sensitive to 

changes in scaffold stiffness? 

When bone fracture occurs, the complex architecture that osteocytes have developed over years 

ceases to provide the necessary conditions for bone homeostasis. An ideal orthopedic implant 

needs to provide an ideal microenvironment that induces cells to re-build the native architecture, 

which can ultimately facilitate osteointegration and osteogenesis63. 

The microenvironment in which cells reside in vivo exhibits a complex milieu of signals which 

play an essential role in a diverse set of cellular processes. Cells are capable of sensing and 

responding to a plethora of signals, consisting of biochemical and biophysical cues, over a wide 

range of length scales64,65. Cell signaling, which drives all cell behaviors occurs at length scales 

that range from a few nm to a few hundred microns66. Current implants are either monolithic or 

exhibit features that are on a millimeter length scale which is 2 orders of magnitude larger than 
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the size of a single cell. As a consequence of this length scale mismatch even the smallest feature 

of current implants is virtually indistinguishable from a flat 2D substrate to a single cell. Cell 

response to 2D substrates is remarkably different from 3D substrates (see section 1.1.2. for 

details) therefore a need to fabricate scaffolds with features size on the sample scale as single 

cells is evident if we aim at understanding cellular processes that occur in-vivo 

microenvironments. 

The parameter space in 3-D is more complex than 2D and involves investigating the effects of 

relative density, effective surface area, defined as the total scaffold’s surface area available to 

cells, and scaffold’s structural stiffness on cell function. The latter is usually correlated with the 

deposition of collagen and calcium phosphate. To the best of our knowledge, all existing studies 

have either adopted scaffolds with unit cell strut/wall size larger than 100μm, porosity of 40-60% 

and high compressive moduli in the hundreds of MPa range OR scaffolds with the beam 

diameters on the order of single digit μm, porosity of 80—90% and low compressive moduli 

ranging from a few tens of kPa to hundreds of kPa13,19,26,62,63,67. 

In most of these studies, the scaffolds were made of various compositions of calcium phosphate 

mixed with polymeric matrices. They also had either close-cell topologies, which retards nutrient 

diffusion and hence requires using large pore sizes of ~100 to 700 μm, or open-cell stochastic 

foams, where beam and pore sizes vary randomly throughout the scaffold. Because of the nature 

of stochastic foams, no regularities in strut size, pore geometry or unit cell stiffness is available, 

which makes such structures not ideal to understand cell behaviors in 3D environments. 

In this chapter we describe the fabrication and testing of 3D scaffolds with MPa-level structural 

stiffness and strut dimensions on the same order as cell size (1-10μm). We initially varied unit 

cell geometry and pore size to evaluate cell adhesion and infiltration. Secondly we kept pore size 
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and unit cell topology constant to assess cell response as a function of scaffold material 

composition. 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. 3D Nanolattice Design and Fabrication 
 
Two different geometries were employed in this chapter: kagome and tetrakaidecahedron. 

Kagome is a stretching periodic-bending dominated structure with a connectivity Z = 6 and the 

tetrakaidekahedron is a bending periodic bending dominated structure with a connectivity Z = 

446,68. The fabricated Kagome unit cell exhibited a relative density of 4.05% and the 

tetrakaidecahedron unit cell has a relative density of 1.23%, which is close to that of trabecular 

bone, 5%44. We chose the kagome and tetrakaidecahedral geometries to mimic the porous nature 

and mechanical response of trabecular bone. 

The kagome unit cell had a pore size, UK = 13.5μm, measured as the linear distance from one 

triangular face to the opposite one, the beam length (lk) was 4.25μm and the beams had an 

elliptical cross section with a major axis (2a) of 1.43μm and a minor axis (2b) of 0.6μm (Figure 

2(a)). 

	
	
Figure 2: CAD modeling of the kagome and tetrakaidecahedron geometries. (a) 3-
dimensional CAD representation of the kagome unit cell highlighting the pore size (UK), the 
beam length (lK) and the beam elliptical cross section with minor axis (2b) and major axis (2a). 
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(b) CAD model of how kagome unit cells were patterned in space to create a nanolattice. (c) 
CAD model of a tetrakaidecahedron unit cell highlighting the unit cell pore size (UT) and beam 
length (lT). (d) CAD model showing the tessellation of the tetrakaidecahedron geometry in space. 
 

The tetrakaidecahedron unit cell had a pore size, UT = 25μm, measured as the linear distance 

from one square face to the opposite one, the beam length (lT) was 8.33μm and the beams had an 

elliptical cross section with a major axis (2a) of 2.24μm and a minor axis (2b) of 1.3μm (Figure 

2(c)). Each nanolattice that was used to evaluate pore size as a function of cell infiltration into 

the scaffold was composed of 4x4x4 unit cells while the nanolattices that were used to test for 

biocompatibility were composed of 8x8x2 unit cells and were arranged in a square. Figure 2 (b) 

and (d) show representative images of how the kagome unit cell (b) and the tetrakaidecahedron 

unit cell (d) were tessellated in space to create a nanolattice. 

All scaffolds were fabricated via two-photon lithography (TPL) direct laser writing (DWL), 

which employs a femtosecond-pulsed laser (780nm) that is rastered in space to selectively cross-

link a negative tone photoresist, IP-Dip (Nanoscribe GmbH), into a designed structure. Some of 

the resulting polymer nanolattices discussed in this thesis were subsequently coated with 

different materials using either sputtering or atomic layer deposition (ALD) and some were 

hollowed out via the the focus ion beam (FIB) and oxygen plasma etching. Figure 3 shows a 

CAD representation of the nanolattice fabrication process. 
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Figure 3: Nanolattice fabrication process. (a) a CAD model of the final nanolattice is prepared 
via MATLAB (Mathworks) or Solidworks (Dessault systems). (b) The CAD model is processed 
by a two-photon lithography instrument (Nanoscribe) which employs an infrared laser (780nm) 
to cross-link a negative tone resist. (c) Polymer nanolattice skeleton after wet development. (d) 
Materials can be coated on the polymeric nanolattice scaffold via sputtering, ALD or CVD 
deposition techniques. (e) The FIB can be used to slice open the edges of the nanolattice to 
expose to core polymer skeleton, which can be removed by immersing the nanolattice in an O2 
plasma etcher. The inset shows the resulting hollow shell. 
 
 
To investigate the role of porosity we fabricated nanolattices which were made of polymer, IP-

Dip (Nanoscribe GmbH). To investigate nanolattice biocompatibility the nanolattices were made 

of three material systems: (i) Polymer nanolattice IP-Dip (Nanoscribe GmbH) coated with a 20 

nm thick layer of TiO2 deposited via Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD); (ii) polymer nanolattice 

coated with 120 nm of sputtered SiO2 and the same outermost ALD coating of 20nm TiO2 as (i); 

and (iii) polymer nanolattice coated with 120nm of sputtered Ti and the same outermost ALD 
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coating of 20nm TiO2 as (i) and (ii). The three material systems and their arrangement on the chip 

are shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4:	 Material systems design and fabrication. (a) SolidWorks model of the 
tetrakaidecahral unit cell and cross sectional view of the three material systems used in the 
experiments. (B) SEM image of the trekaidecahedral unit cell. (C) SEM image of the nanolattice 
formed by 8x8x2 unit cells. (D) SEM image of a single chip containing 4 nanolattices. 
 
Sputter deposition was carried out using a TES magnetron sputterer (Temescal BJD-1800). 

Titanium was sputtered using RF power at 125W, a working pressure of 10 mtorr, Ar pressure of 

100 sccm and table rotation set at 100%. An average Ti thickness of 120nm was obtained after 

depositing for 70 minutes. SiO2 was deposited using RF power of 125W, a working pressure of 

10 mtorr, Ar and O2 as sputtering gases with a relative concentration of 80% to 20% and table 

rotation set at 100%. The deposition occurred over 180 minutes to obtain an average coating of 

120nm. All 3 material systems were coated with a 20nm-thick outermost layer of TiO2 that was 
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deposited using a Cambridge Nanotech S200 atomic layer deposition (ALD) system with H2O 

and Titanium Tetrachloride (TiCl4) as precursors. The relative density of the nanolattices was 

calculated using Solidworks software by evaluating the volume fraction of the solid material and 

dividing it by the representative volume of the unit cell. 

	
2.2.2 Beam Stiffness Calculations 
 
We performed analytical calculations to estimate the stiffness of individual struts that comprise 

the nanolattice. Strut stiffnesses were used to evaluate whether the seeded cells would be able to 

cause any significant bending of the struts. The slenderness ratio (L/a) of the beams is ~10, 

which is in the regime of applicability of the Euler-Bernoulli beam bending theory. It is 

reasonable to assume that the seeded cells exert a distributed load, q, of 100nN/μm, that the 

beams have fixed boundary conditions at the nodes, and that the bending stiffnesses of the 

coatings can be linearly superposed. 

Assuming pure bending loading conditions, the maximum deflection of a beam, wmax, caused by 

the cells is 

	

																																														                                                      (1) 

	
and the beam stiffness is: 
	
	

					k,-- = k/ + k1 + k2345 = 	
384(E/I/ + E1I1	+	E2345I2345)

L>
																																(2) 

 
	
where k/ is the bending stiffness of the polymer beam, k1 is the bending stiffness of the 

intermediate beam coating material (SiO2, Ti) and k2345is the bending stiffness of the outermost 

wmax =
qL3

384(EPIP +ECIC +ETiO2
I
TiO2
)
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TiO2 coating. E/, E1 and 	E2345 are the elastic moduli of the polymer, the intermediate coating 

(SiO2, Ti) and the outermost TiO2 coating, respectively. The moment of inertia of the elliptical 

monolithic beam is	I/ = 	πa>b 4, that of the intermediate coatings of thickness tc is  

I1 = 	
D
E
{ a + t1 ) a + t1 b + t1 − ab ,	and that of the outermost titania coating of thickness 

t2345is I2345 = 	
D
E
	{ a + t1 + t2345

) a + t1 + t2345 b + t1 + t2345 − (a + t1)(b + t1) . 

Determining the proper boundary conditions for the nanolattice beams is not trivial. The main 

difficulty in choosing the beam boundary conditions comes from the contributions of the nodes 

to the overall stiffness of the beams. Literature on cellular solids often assumes pin-jointed 

beams for lattices, which serves as the foundation for the classical theories on their mechanical 

deformation69,70. Compression experiments performed in our group on several different kinds of 

unit cell geometries suggests that the nodes in a nanolattice exert a moment on the beams, so 

perhaps a more accurate boundary condition would be a torsional spring with a prescribed 

stiffness. To the best of our knowledge, no conclusive data on the rotational stiffness of the 

nodes has been reported because of the challenges associated with the experiments to obtain such 

data. 

In order to show the importance of the boundary conditions in accurately predicting the stiffness 

of the nanolattice beams we recalculated the bending stiffness and the maximum deflection of 

the beams using fixed-fixed and pin-pin boundary conditions and observed a nearly order of 

magnitude difference in beam stiffness and maximum displacement. Table I summarizes the 

original and updated calculations for stiffness and Table II summarizes the results for maximum 

deflection. 
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Table I: Beam stiffness as a function of boundary conditions for each material system. All 
stiffnesses are expressed in kN/m. 
 

 
B.C. Polymer-TiO2 Poymer-SiO2-TiO2 Polymer-Ti-TiO2 

Pinned-Pinned 0.8 1.8 2.3 

Fixed 7.6 17 24 
	
	
Table II: Comparison of the maximum deflection caused by a distributed load (q) using pinned-
pinned as opposed to fixed boundary conditions. All values are expressed in picometers (pm). 

	
B.C. Polymer-TiO2 Poymer-SiO2-TiO2 Polymer-Ti-TiO2 

Fixed 13 6 4 

Pin-Pin 121 58 42 
 
 
This clearly highlights the significant role of the boundary conditions in determining the beam 

stiffness and its maximum deflection. The SAOS-2 cells used in this work utilize protein 

complexes that have sizes on the order of tens of nanometers to sense mechanical cues, and the 

resultant beam deflections are in the subnanometer range regardless of boundary conditions. The 

difference in maximum beam deflection obtained using either boundary condition should not 

cause a significant change in cell response.  

	
2.2.3. In-Situ Uniaxial Compression Experimental Setup 
	
The structural stiffness of the nanolattices was obtained by performing uniaxial compression 

experiments in an in-situ nanomechanical instrument (InSEM, Nanomechanics, Inc., Oak Ridge, 

TN). Samples were compressed to failure under quasistatic conditions at a strain rate of 10-3 s-1 

simultaneously collecting load vs. displacement data and observing the deformation process. A 

stainless steel flat punch with a diameter of 600μm was used to compress the nanolattices. The 
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load-displacement data was converted into engineering stress vs. strain using σ = F/A where F is 

the recorded load and A is the footprint area of the nanolattice. Global axial strain ε was 

calculated as ε = (Hf -Hi)/Hi where Hi is the initial height of the nanolattice measured from SEM 

images and  (Hf -Hi) is the displacement measured by the nanoindenter. The modulus was 

calculated form the elastic loading portion of the data as: 

 

																																																																											𝐸∗ =
𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝜀
																																																																														(3) 

 

	
2.2.4. Cell Culture Conditions 
 
SAOS-2 osteosarcoma cell line was used for all in vitro studies. Growth media for SAOS-2 cells 

consisted of 50/50 DMEM:F12 with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin. Mineralization media consisted of growth media supplemented with 50 

μg/ml ascorbic acid and 50 μg/ml β-glycerol-phosphate.  Experiments were performed over 14 

day to study the effects of pore size on cell infiltration into the nanolattice and 28 days to 

investigate the biocompatibility of the nanolattices. Cells cultured in growth media for the first 

14 days, and mineralization media for the final 14 days.  Media was changed every 2 days. 

 2.2.5. Characterization of Cell-Scaffold Interactions 
 
SAOS-2 cells cultured on the nanolattices were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes. 

For the analysis of cellular infiltration into the kagome nanolattice, in addition to using SEM, 

confocal microscopy was also performed. Immunocytochemistry staining was performed by 

using vinculin, which is a marker for focal adhesions that was identified by using a primary 

mouse IgG anti-vinculin antibody (diluted 1:50 in 10% goat serum, Millipore) and a secondary 
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goat FITC–IgG anti-mouse antibody (diluted 1:50 in 10% goat serum, Millipore). Cytoskeletal f-

actin and cell nucleus staining were carried out by incubating cells with TRITC-conjugated 

phalloidin (Sigma) and DAPI (Millipore). For SEM analysis, fixed samples were rinsed in 

phosphate buffered saline and serial dilutions of ethanol in phosphate buffered saline until 100% 

ethanol was attained. The nanolattices were then dried in a critical point dryer; cell morphology 

and mineralization were investigated using a FEI Nova 200 Nanolab scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscopy module (EDAX Genesis 

7000). The accelerating voltage that was necessary to survey the energy levels of all the expected 

elements was found via software simulation (Casino MonteCarlo electron beam simulator) to be 

8KeV, which results in an interaction volume of ~500nm. Dead time, which is the time that the 

detector takes to analyze each incoming x-ray and assign the photon energy to a given element, 

of 18-20% was kept constant throughout all scans by adjusting the amplification time on the 

EDAX system. Renishaw M1000 MicroRaman Spectrometer system with a laser wavelength of 

514.5 nm and a power density 130W/cm2 was used for Raman analysis. 

2.3. Results 
 
2.3.1 Porosity and Material Effects on Cell Response 
 
SAOS-2 cells were cultured for 14 days on the kagome and the tetrakaidecahedron nanolattices, 

both made out of IP-Dip polymer. We observed widespread cell adhesion on both geometries, as 

shown in figure 5, and no adverse cell response, measured as the number of floating cells in the 

culture dish was evident. 
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Figure 5: Post SAOS-2 cell seeding SEM and fluorescence microscopy characterization. (a-
c) SEM images of the kagome nanolattice showing SAOS-2 cells adhering to the top (a) and 
sides (b, c) of the polymeric nanolattice. (c) reveals that no apparent cell infiltration inside the 
kagome nanolattice took place. (d) Confocal fluorescence microscopy confirming that cells grew 
on the outermost unit cells of the nanolattice. The side view represents a cross sectional slice  
through the nanolattice revealing no cell presence inside the kagome nanolattice.  
(e-h) SEM images showing SAOS-2 cells adhering to the top (e, f) and infiltrating (g, h) the 
tetrakaidecahedron polymeric nanolattice. 
 
 
Cell infiltration into the nanolattice with a kagome unit cell with a pore size, UK = 13.5μm, was 

not observed neither via SEM nor via confocal microscopy (figure 5(c, d)). When SAOS-2 cells 

were seeded on tetrakaidekahedral nanolattices with a unit cell of pore size, UK = 25μm, both cell 

adhesion and infiltration were observed as shown in figure 5(e-h). As a result, the 

tetrakaidekahedron geometry with a pore size of 25μm was chosen as a suitable scaffold for 

further cell response investigation.  

In order to probe the effects that nanolattice material composition had on cell response we grew 

SAOS-2 cells on tetrakaidecahedron nanolattices made of either IP-Dip or IP-Dip coated with a 
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20nm thick layer of ALD-deposited TiO2, which was chosen because of its widespread use in 

implantable medical devices. Upon growing SAOS-2 cells on the nanolattice for 14 days we 

observed morphological differences in cell response. The polymer nanolattice showed the 

presence of cells adhering to the structure (figure 6 (a)) and exerting forces on the beams of the 

nanolattice as evident from figure 6 (b).  

  

Figure 6: Nanolattice biocompatibility. (a) SEM image of a polymeric tetrakaidecahedron 
nanolattice showing cell attachment after growing SAOS-2 cells for 14 days. (b) zoomed-in view 
of the cells pulling on the nanolattice beams. Cell attachment appeared to be mainly localized to 
the bottom unit cells. (c) SEM image of a TiO2-coated tetrakaidecahedron nanolattice showing 
the presence of both cells and cellular secretions. (d) zoomed-in view of the cellular secretions 
that were found throughout the TiO2-coated nanolattice. 
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In addition to cells attaching and exerting forces on the nanolattice (figure 6 (c)), the TiO2-coated 

scaffold also displayed the presence of cellular secretions which were found throughout the 

structure (figure 6 (d)). These secretions appeared to be composed of nano-sized granules 

interspersed in a filamentous matrix. The size of the nanolattice, 100x100x100um coupled with 

the cell culture time, 14 days, didn’t allow the SAOS-2 cells to deposit enough material to be 

analyzed via spectroscopic techniques. 

 
2.3.2. Morphological Characterization of Cell-Scaffold Interactions 
 
Our results showed that unit cell geometry, pore size and scaffold outer coating material affected 

cell response therefore in order to investigate the nanolattice biocompatibility as a function of 

nanolattice structural stiffness we fixed such variables. We fabricated a tetrakaidecahedron 

nanolattice, 200x200x50μm, with unit cell size of 25μm and outer coating of TiO2. Three 

material systems were created to probe scaffold biocompatibility as a function of structural 

stufness: (i) Polymer nanolattice IP-Dip (Nanoscribe GmbH) coated with a 20nm-thick layer of 

TiO2 deposited via Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD); (ii) polymer nanolattice coated with 120 nm 

of sputtered SiO2 and the same outermost ALD coating of 20nm TiO2 as (i); and (iii) polymer 

nanolattice coated with 120nm of sputtered Ti and the same outermost ALD coating of 20nm 

TiO2 as (i) and (ii)  (figure 4 (a)).  

We observed that SAOS-2 cells cultured on the nanolattices for 28 days adhered to the scaffolds 

for all material systems and produced organic and mineral phase deposits shown in figure 7.  

These deposits had two different morphologies: (1) spherical mineral aggregates, whose diameter 

ranges from ~2μm to ~10μm (figure 7 (e)) and (2) sponge-like mineralized phase, whose size 

varied from ~1μm to ~100μm (figure 7 (f)). The other two commonly observed features were 
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inclusions embedded in the organic matrix phase that were ~150nm-diameter needle-like 

protrusions, whose lengths were on the order of a few microns (figure 7 (g)), and a network of 

~50nm-diameter intertwined filaments (figure 7 (c), (d)). In further discussion, we refer to these 

four features as sphere (figure 7 (e)), spongy (figure 7 (f)), needle (figure 7 (g)) and filaments 

(figure 7 (c), (d)). 

 

	
	
Figure 7: Post SAOS-2 cell seeding SEM characterization. The cross-sectional schematic 
view on the top left corner provides a legend for which system a specific phase was found. The 
white arrow in (b-g) indicates the presence of a specific phase. (a) SEM image showing no 
evident difference in cell colony formation and cell secretions on our three material systems after 
growing SAOS-2 cells for 28 days. (b) SAOS-2 cell attached to a unit cell. (c) Image of the 
filament phase that appears to serve as an anchor between cells and the nanolattice. (d) Zoomed-
in view of the filament phase showing filament diameter varying from about 40 to 100nm. (e) 
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Image of the Sphere phase with a diameter of 9μm. (f) Image of the Spongy phase. (g) Image 
showing the presence of needle-like features that grew in close proximity of the Spongy phase. 
 
2.3.3. Nanomechanical Compression Results 
 
We performed quasi-static uniaxial compression experiments to determine the effective 

structural stiffness of nanolattices. Figure 8 shows representative stress-strain data for 

nanolattices made from each material system. 

 

Figure 8: Mechanical tests on the three material systems. (a-c) SEM images of the three 
material systems. From the top: material system (i) composed of solid core polymer coated with 
20nm-thick layer of TiO2. System (ii) comprised of solid core polymer coated with 120nm-thick 
layer of SiO2 and a 20nm-thick layer of TiO2. System (iii) comprised of solid core polymer coated 
with 120nm-thick layer of Ti and a 20nm-thick layer of TiO2.  
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(d-f) stress-strain plots of the three material systems that were tested. The red dashed triangle 
indicates the region from which the structural elastic modulus was calculated. (g-i) post-
compression SEM images for material system (i), (ii),(iii) respectively. 
 

A total of 4 nanolattices were compressed for each material system. The data reveals that all 

material systems exhibited an extensive so-called toe region, represented by an initial non-linear 

stress-strain behavior up to ~10% strain followed by a linear region up to 14% strain at ~0.22 

MPa for system (i) (polymer nanolattice coated with 20nm TiO2), after which localized 

instabilities caused deviations from linearity until the final brittle failure at 24% strain and 0.41 

MPa (figure 8 (d)). We observed similar compressive behavior in system (ii) (polymer 

nanolattice coated with 120nm of SiO2 and an outermost layer of 20nm TiO2), which exhibited a 

large toe region up to ~9% strain followed by a linear elastic region up to 13% strain and 0.24 

MPa followed by non-linear deformation and final brittle failure at a strain of 21.5% and a stress 

of 0.42 MPa (figure 2 (e)). System (iii) (polymer coated with 120nm of Ti and an outermost 

layer of 20nm TiO2) exhibited a toe region up to ~7% strain followed by a linear region up to the 

onset of plasticity at a strain of 12.7% and a stress of 0.56 MPa followed by brittle failure at 

14.5% strain and 0.63 MPa (figure 2 (f)). The linear elastic regime from which the stiffness was 

extracted likely represents a reasonable approximation for the structural modulus of the 

nanolattices49,71. Using Eq. (3), we found that nanolattices coated with TiO2 only (system (i)) had a 

modulus of 1.98 ± 0.28 MPa, nanolattices coated with SiO2 and TiO2 (system (ii)) had a modulus 

of 3.71 ± 0.52 MPa, and nanolattices coated with Ti and TiO2 (system (iii)) were the stiffest, with 

a modulus of 8.82 ± 0.22 MPa. 
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2.3.4. Spectroscopy for Molecular Cell-Secretions Analysis 
 
Figure 9 (a-c) shows the presence of cell secretions at multiple length-scales: at the largest 

length-scale we observed large aggregates that occupied portions of the nanolattice which 

extended several microns (figure 9 (a)). At smaller length-scales we noticed the Sphere (figure 9 

(b)) and the Spongy phase (figure 9 (c)) within the nanolattice unit cells suggesting a hierarchical 

assembly of these phases. 

We used EDS to identify the chemical composition of the cell products that were deposited on 

the nanolattices. Figure 9 (d) shows these EDS spectra that reveal the presence of C, O, Ca, P, 

Mg and Na on our nanolattices. 

	

	
	
Figure 9: EDS spectra of features found on the nanolattices. (a-c) SEM images showing the 
areas that were scanned for EDS analysis. (d-f) EDS spectra of the nanolattice, Sphere phase and 
Spongy phase respectively. The spectrum taken of the nanolattice (d) shows a large amount of 
carbon due to the extensive presence of cells and extracellular matrix on the nanolattice; The 
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EDS spectra (e) and (f) show that the ratio of magnesium to calcium was larger by a factor of 2.4 
in the Sphere phase as compared to the Spongy phase. 
	
 

Table III shows the relative atomic concentrations of the elements typically found in bone (Ca, 

Mg, P, O) in the in the individual identifiable phases (sphere and spongy). 

 
Table III: Elemental ratios in the Sphere and Spongy phase obtained via EDS showing that the 
amount of magnesium compared to calcium in the Sphere phase was larger by a factor of 2.43 
compared to the Spongy phase. 
	

	
	
	
We were not able to obtain similar scans for the embedded needle-like features and the 

filamentous phase because of the low signal to noise ratio. In order to obtain a more detailed 

picture of the secretions that were observed on the nanolattices we used Raman spectroscopy. 

Figure 10 shows the Raman spectra collected from the organic phase and the mineral deposits. 

	

Sphere 
Spongy 
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Figure 10: Raman analysis of SAOS-2 secretions. (A) Raman spectrum of Spongy phase 
showing a broad peak in the 930-990 cm-1 consistent with the presence of several calcium-
phosphate compounds; the insert shows a zoomed-in view of the peaks corresponding to 
Amorphous Calcium Phosphate (ACP) at 946 cm-1, Hydroxyapatite (HAP) at 962 cm-1 and 
Dicalcium-Phosphate-Dihydrate (DCDP) at 985 cm-1. (B) Raman spectrum of the organic phase 
showing the presence of nucleic acids in the region spanning from 645 to 731 cm-1 which 
indicates the presence of cellular material and the characteristic three peaks at 1248 cm-1 ,1452 
cm-1  and 1660 cm-1  that are typical of collagen molecules. 
	
	
The spectra collected from the organic phase contained peaks consistent with the presence of 

mammalian cells, i.e. nucleic, amino, and fatty acids. We observed the most prominent peaks at 

1660cm-1, 1256cm-1 and at 1450cm-1, which have consistently been associated with the presence of 

collagen molecules72,73. Table IV provides a detailed peak assignment for this phase. 
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Table IV: peak assignment of the organic phase taken from Raman data. 
	
	

Wave number 
cm-1 

Assignment 

645  

669 Nucleic Acids 

729  

852 C-C proline, hydroxyproline 

880 C-C hydroxyproline 

1005 Phenylalanine ring breathing 

1256 Amide III 

1452 CH
2
 wag 

1660 Amide I 
	
	
The spectra collected from the spongy phase revealed the presence of several species of calcium 

phosphate-based compounds, with a peak at 962 cm-1, which represents the ν1 phosphate stretch, 

and two broad peaks at 946 cm-1 and at 970 cm-1, which are indicative of amorphous calcium 

phosphate (ACP) and tricalcium phosphate (TCP). The asymmetric phosphate stretch (ν3) at 1030 

cm-1 and a symmetric carbonate stretch (ν1) at 1070 cm-1 were also identified. The peak at 1090 cm-

1 revealed the presence of MgCO3
74,75. Table V summarizes the peak assignment for the spongy 

phase. Limitations in optical resolution of the Raman instrument precluded us from investigating 

additional features found on the nanolattices. 
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Table V: peak assignment of the spongy phase taken from Raman data. 
	
	

Wave number 
cm-1 

Assignment 

879 Octacalcium-Phosphate (OCP) 

946 Amorphous Calcium Phosphate (ACP) 

962 Hydroxyapatite (HAP) 

970 Tricalcium-Phosphate (TCP) 

985 Dicalcium-Phosphate-Dihydrate (DCDP) 

1030 Phosphate Asymmetric stretch 

	
 
2.4. Discussion 
 
2.4.1. Pore Size and Material Effects on Cell-Scaffold Activity  
 
Existing literature has been largely focused on studying cell behavior on 2D surfaces, the effects 

of 3-dimensional scaffolds on cell function have not yet b76een fully mapped out30,77,78.  

We fabricated 3-dimensional nanolattices with different unit cell geometries and pore size. 

Previous literature showed conflicting results with respect to the minimum adequate pore size for 

cell growth and infiltration.  O’Brien et al. showed that a minimum pore size of 20μm was 

necessary for osteogenic cell viability41; Tayalia et al. have shown that the probability of a cell to 

migrate increased by a factor of 1.5 when the pore size increased from 20μm to 100μm27. 

Traditionally the smallest pore size for nutrient diffusion and bone formation had been quoted by 

many as 100μm79–81. However, more recently researchers have shown bone formation in 

interconnected micropores less than 10μm in size82,83.  
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In order to investigate osteoblast response to scaffold porosity, material composition and 

stiffness, we took inspiration from trabecular bone, which has been reported to have more 

osteocytes per unit of volume and higher rate of turnover compared to cortical bone, which is 

ideal for faster healing14. The first topology we employed to mimic trabecular bone was the 

kagome geometry which, like trabecular bone, is bending dominated and has exceptional fracture 

toughness84. Two competing factors were taken into consideration when choosing the unit cell 

pore size: the diameter of osteoblasts in suspension, 10μm, and the maximum beam length to 

prevent unit cell collapse under its own weight. Based on these constraints we fabricated a 

kagome nanolattice with pore size of 13.5μm. 

SEM images of the polymer kagome nanolattices after growing SAOS-2 cells for 14 days 

revealed significant cellular attachment on the outermost unit cells of the nanolattice but no cell 

appeared to penetrate the nanolattice (figure 5(a-d)). Figure 5 (c) suggests that a single osteoblast 

is able to engage the full unit cell, however the interconnectivity of kagome unit cells, which is 

made of smaller triangulated structures, as shown in the figure 2, might have drastically hindered 

cell motion and prevented successful cell migration into the nanolattice. Confocal microscopy 

(figure 5 (d)) was also employed to check for cell infiltration into the nanolattice. Confocal 

microscopy confirmed the presence of cells on the outermost unit cells only. The lower arrow in 

figure 5(d) points to a cross sectional slice of the kagome nanolattice taken via confocal 

microscopy through the middle of the nanolattice which further proved the absence of cells 

within the nanolattice. Cell attachment occurred on the flat substrate around the nanolattice and 

on the outermost unit cells of the nanolattice. 

To allow for the fabrication of a nanolattice with larger pore size we introduced a different unit 

cell geometry, the tetrakaidecahedron, which is also a bending-dominated structure and was 
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identified as the optimal shape for filling space with minimal surface area76. We were able to 

fabricate a tetrkadekahedron unit cell with a pore size of 25μm, ~2x larger than that of the 

kagome unit cell. Upon growing SAOS-2 cells on polymeric nanolattices with a 

tetrakaidekahedral geometry we observed cell attachment and cell migration toward the inner 

unit cells of the scaffold. The SEM images in Figure 5(e), (g) and (h) show that most cells 

infiltrated the nanolattice and the yellow arrow point to a cell that was able to penetrate the 

centermost unit cell, which suggests that a pore size of 25μm was large enough for cell 

infiltration into the nanolattice. Based on these findings we deemed the tetrakaidecahedron unit 

cell with a pore size of 25μm a suitable structure to investigate cell behavior on the nanolattices. 

Besides pore size, cell response is affected by the scaffold’s surface material. As a consequence 

of fabrication limitations, most studies involving micro-scale scaffolds have focused on testing 

structures that were made out of different polymers, PEEK, PLGA, SU-8, PCL, collagen, with 

varying degree or biodegradability and stiffness. These studies reported differences in cell 

behavior as a consequence of the scaffold’s material37. Recently ceramic and polymer-ceramic 

composite scaffolds have been fabricated and tested. These materials have shown higher cell 

viability and mineral deposition than those scaffolds made of polymer only34,85–87. 

In our study we decided to compare polymeric nanolattices (IP-Dip) and TiO2-coated 

nanolattices. TiO2 was our material of choice because of its proven biocompatibility, ease of 

deposition (ALD) and bioinertness88. In order to probe material effects the nanolattices that were 

tested had the same unit cell geometry, tetrakaidecahedron and same pore size, 25μm. 

SAOS-2 cells, which were grown on the nanolattices for 14 days responded differently to the two 

nanolattices. Figure 6 shows that cell attachment was present on both nanolattices. In addition to 

growing on the bottom-most row of unit cells, osteoblasts seeded on the TiO2-coated nanolattices 
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also adhered on upper rows of unit cells and secreted material on the nanolattice. The limited 

size of the nanolattice, 100x100x100μm coupled with a short growth period, 14 days, didn’t 

allow SAOS-2 cells to deposit enough material to be detected via EDS.  

In order to characterize these cellular secretions and confirm nanolattice biocompatibility over a 

range of stiffness (~1-10MPa) that has not been explored before, we fabricated 3 material 

systems (detailed in section 2.2.1) and grew cells on them for 28 days. We will discuss these 

material systems’ mechanical properties first and then look at their effect on cellular behavior. 

 
2.4.2. Mechanical Characterization 
 
The relative density of the 3 material systems, was kept relatively constant at 1.23% and pore 

size was fixed at 25μm which appear to sufficiently large to ensure nutrient diffusion, cell-to-cell 

and cell-to-matrix communication. Structural stiffness was determined experimentally through 

uniaxial compression tests which demonstrated a span of approximately a decade in structural 

stiffness (figure 8). Material system (i) (polymer nanolattice coated with 20nm of TiO2) had a 

modulus of 1.98 ± 0.28 MPa and a stress-strain data with several structural instabilities caused 

by fracture of individual beams driven by the brittle TiO2 layer. System (ii) (polymer nanolattice 

coated with 120nm of SiO2 and 20nm of TiO2) had a modulus of 3.71 ± 0.52 MPa and displayed 

similar mechanical behavior as system (i). Both system (i) and (ii) exhibited localized bending 

and fracture of individual beams up to a stress of ~0.4 MPa, at which inelastic buckling 

propagated through the unit cells of the top layer similarly to the observations by Oliveira et al. 

for ceramic foams [41]. System (iii) (polymer nanolattice coated with 120nm of Ti and 20nm of 

TiO2) had a modulus of 8.82 ± 0.22 MPa and a ductile stress-strain signature, driven by the 

deformation of the Ti coating, whose volume fraction was ~22%. This metallic coating led to 

ρ
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localized plastic hinge formation in the beams, a behavior previously seen in literature89,90. The 

onset of global plasticity during deformation of these nanolattices occurred at a stress of 0.56 

MPa and a strain of ~13%; the nanolattices ultimately failed via brittle failure at 0.62 MPa, most 

likely caused by the stress transfer between the Ti and the TiO2. The substantial toe region 

present in all nanolattices up to ~10% strain, was caused by the slight initial misalignment and 

contact between the indenter tip and the initially concave top surface of the nanolattice. 

 

2.4.3. Cell- Secretion Characterization  

 

Figure 7 shows the SEM images of the nanolattices after growing SAOS-2 cells for 28 days, 

which revealed the presence of extensive cell colonies and cell secretions. We did not observe 

any geometrical or dimensional changes in the struts, which suggests that the cells did not exert 

forces that stressed the nanolattices beyond yield. We discovered several common features on the 

surfaces of the nanolattices made from all material systems: organic proteinaceous phase matrix, 

as well as spongy, sphere, filaments and needle phases, which suggests that osteogenic 

functionality was fully induced on each nanolattice. All three material systems elicited a virtually 

identical response in the seeded cells. Aside from the ubiquitous presence of SAOS-2 on all 

nanolattices (Figure 7 (a)), filaments on the order of 40-70nm in diameter were found between 

the cells (figure 7 (c), (d)). These filaments had the dimensions and morphology that is consistent 

with collagen deposition by osteoblasts on 2D and 3D scaffolds91. Raman spectra of the regions 

that contained mostly organic phase had substantial large peaks at 1248 cm-1, 1452 cm-1 and 1660 

cm-1, which is consistent with collagen molecules74. 
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Needle-like features appeared at random intervals in the vicinity of the spongy phase, and the 

intensity contrast in the SEM images appeared to be similar for the needle-like features and the 

spongy phase, which suggests a similar elemental composition of these features. We hypothesize 

that when the needle phase was nucleated within the organic phase, its growth was directional 

driven by the mechanical constraints of the surrounding organic phase. When the nucleation of 

this secondary phase occurred outside of the organic phase it created a more disordered phase, 

whose morphology is sponge-like (figure 7 (f)).  

Resolution limitations of the EDS and Raman instruments prevented us from conclusively 

demonstrating that the spongy phase and the needle-like deposits (≈150nm) were composed of 

the same molecules. The two deposits, sphere and spongy (figure 7 (e), (f)), had dimensions of 

several microns that were amenable to a more detailed elemental analysis, which revealed that 

they were mainly composed of Ca, P, O and C, which represent the main elements in the EDS 

spectra of bone 92,93. 

The EDS analysis of the spongy and sphere phases also revealed the presence of Na and Mg, 

which is also characteristic of bone based on the reports that demonstrated that bone formation 

and stabilization occurs via inclusions of several positively-charged ions. The presence of Ca, 

Mg and Na deposits on the nanolattices may have contributed to changing the structural 

configuration of the phosphorous-containing molecules from long chains to shorter ones, with 2 

non-bridging oxygen atoms per phosphate as previously reported94,95. 

Several studies on calcium phosphate compounds show that long polymeric chains of 

oligophosphates (P2O5) naturally form in environments with low ion presence, and as the 

abundance of positive ions increases, the long metaphosphate chains break down into smaller 

chains96,97. According to these studies, the expected ratio of O:P is 2.5 and of P:X is 2, where X is 
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a cation of valency of 2+. We used EDS data to calculate the elemental ratios present in the 

sphere and spongy phases, and we found that in each phase the O:P ratio was 2.5 and that for 

P:X was 2, which are the theoretical ratios proposed by the metaphosphate stoichiometry. Table 

VI summarizes the elemental composition of each studied phase. 

	
Table VI: Comparison of the elemental ratios predicted by the metaphosphate hypothesis and 
the ratios found in the Spongy and the Sphere phase via EDS analysis. The label cation includes 
the amount of calcium summed to the amount of magnesium present. 

	
	
We used Raman spectroscopy to confirm the presence of several different phosphate species, 

which are listed in Table IV.  

The Raman spectra collected from the spongy phase revealed the presence of several mineral 

species that are commonly found in mineralized bone, hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2), 

tricalcium-phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2) and octacalcium-phosphate (Ca8H2(PO4)6) [51]. The presence of 

amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) and octa-calcium phosphate (OCP) may provide insights 

Theoretical 
Spongy 
Sphere 
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into a possible mechanism of cell-mediated bone mineral deposition, which begins with the 

deposition of amorphous calcium phosphate that grows to a mature ordered phosphate and 

finally becomes hydroxyapatite through energetic transformations96,98. We were not able to 

perform Raman spectroscopy on the sphere phase because they were too small (≈ 10μm ) to 

withstand the intensity of the laser without damage. 

 
2.4.4. Cell-Nanolattice Interactions 
 

Based on unit cell size and geometry, we hypothesize that the mechanism for SAOS-2 

populating the nanolattices involves the individual osteoblast cells initially exerting traction 

forces on the individual struts within the nanolattice and subsequently invading an entire unit 

cell, transferring the mechanical forces onto it. In this mechanism, the entire nanolattice becomes 

mechanically engaged when a sufficiently large number of cells form a functional unit equivalent 

to the bone multicellular unit (BMU). A functional unit is formed through cell-to-cell 

communication and is responsible for matrix-mineral deposition99. Our observations of ubiquitous 

depositions in the form of extracellular matrix and minerals suggest that the range of stiffnesses 

in these scaffolds, ~2 to 9MPa, was adequate to enable osteogenic functionality in the seeded 

cells. 

A possible reason for the observed similarity in cell behavior across all three material systems is 

that the very low forces of ~80-100nN exerted by osteoblasts, apply negligible displacements on 

the struts.  The strut displacements were calculated using Eq. (1) to be 13pm for system (i), 6pm 

for system (ii) and 4pm for system (iii). These displacements are 3 orders of magnitude smaller 

than the size of the integrins, ~ 15nm in diameter, which suggests that a cell senses the same 

stiffness from the nanolattices made from all three material systems.  
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Deshpande et al. proposed a biomechanical model, which predicts that mammalian cells respond 

to different substrate stiffnesses by modifying the degree of actin polymerization and 

concentration of focal adhesion100. The former is proportional to the number of formed stress 

fibers, which - along with focal adhesions - provide the mechanism for the cells to exert traction 

forces on the substrate. We hypothesize that a strut stiffness that ranges from 7.6 kN/m (system 

(i)) to 24 kN/m (system(iii)), calculated using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory with fixed boundary 

conditions  and a scaffold stiffness of ~2-9 MPa measured experimentally, caused the SAOS-2 

cells to maintain a maximum level of polymerized actin, which leads to a virtually identical cell 

behavior on nanolattices made from all three material systems. 

Mineral deposition has been shown to be proportional to the forces that osteoblasts exert on the 

substrates101, which may explain why an identical cellular response, measured as a function of 

mineral deposition, was triggered for nanolattices made out of all three material systems. These 

results show that osteogenic functionality in osteoblast-like cells could be elicited on three-

dimensional scaffolds with stiffnesses spanning from ~2 to ~9MPa, which extends the stiffness 

boundaries beyond kPa-level for a unit cell size on the same order as osteoblasts dimensions, 

reported in literature and may have significant implications for understanding cell mechanics in 

3D environments. 

The versatility of two-photon lithography enabled us to create three-dimensional scaffolds that 

closely mimic physiological conditions, and allowed for isolating a single parameter at a time in 

determining its effect on osteoblast activity. In this work, we locked the pore size to be constant 

and systematically increased the stiffness to monitor osteogenic cell activity solely as a function 

of increasing scaffold stiffness. Quantifying the upper and lower substrate stiffness boundaries 
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on osteoblast bioactivity will shed light on understanding stress shielding, which has the 

potential to significantly improve future orthopedic implants. 

 
2.5. Concluding Remarks 
 
We demonstrated the feasibility of using a 3-D architected nanolattices as scaffolds for growing 

artificial bone tissue and to investigate cell behavior in microenvironments similar to those that 

are native to the human body. Using different unit cell geometries, the kagome and the 

tetrakaidecahedron, we observed that a minimum pore size of 25μm was necessary for cell 

attachment and migration into the nanolattice Further experiments probing the effects of 

scaffold’s material on cell response showed that TiO2-coated nanolattices induced SAOS-2 cells 

to secrete extracellular matrix. These findings led us to choose the TiO2-coated tetrakaidecahdron 

nanolattice with a pore size of 25μm as the optimal scaffold for investigating cellular behavior. 

By using different intermediate coatings and locking the beam size, pore size and outer-most 

scaffold coating we were able to create nanolattices with different stiffness, 2~9MPa. This 

enabled us to isolate and to systematically investigate biocompatibility, osteointegration and 

proliferation as a function of 3D scaffold stiffness. SEM analysis showed that SAOS-2 adhered, 

migrated and successfully deposited extracellular matrix on the nanolattices. EDS and Raman 

spectroscopy showed that the cellular deposits were composed of several calcium phosphate 

species, which are present in freshly deposited bone in vivo. To the best of our knowledge, this is 

the first work that reports spectroscopic analysis of the bone cell deposits on 3D scaffolds. Based 

on these arguments, the scientific contributions of this chapter are: (1) fabricating 3D scaffolds 

with ~2-9 MPa stiffnesses, which have not been explored previously in terms of osteoblast 

growth/proliferation, (2) investigating cell behavior on a scaffold whose unit cell size is similar 
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to the size of the cell, and (3) offering precise chemical analysis of the secreted species. Future 

work will involve the fabrication of scaffolds with a much larger range of structural stiffness, 

which will be used to investigate how bone cell functionality, measured as a function of mineral 

deposition, is affected by substrate stiffness. Stiffness-cell interaction has the potential to provide 

insights into the root causes of stress shielding which is a major issue affecting current bone 

implants. 

 

Chapter 3:  Probing Nanolattices’ Stiffness Effects on Osteoblasts-like Cells. 

In this chapter we seek to understand how the 3D mechanical environment of an implant affects 

bone formation during early osteointegration. We employed two-photon lithography (TPL) direct 

laser writing to fabricate 3-dimensional rigid polymer scaffolds with tetrakaidecahedral periodic 

geometry, herewith referred to as nanolattices, whose strut dimensions were on the same order as 

osteoblasts’ focal adhesions (~2μm) and pore sizes on the order of cell size, ~10μm. Some of 

these nanolattices were subsequently coated with thin conformal layers of Ti or W, and a final 

outer layer of 18nm-thick TiO2 was deposited on all samples to ensure biocompatibility. 

Nanomechanical experiments on each type of nanolattice revealed the range of stiffnesses of 0.7-

100 MPa. Osteoblast-like cells (SAOS-2) were seeded on each nanolattice, and their 

mechanosensitve response was explored by tracking mineral secretions and intracellular f-actin 

and vinculin concentrations after 2, 8 and 12 days of cell culture in mineralization media. 
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Experiments revealed that the most compliant nanolattices had ~20% more intracellular f-actin 

and ~40% more Ca and P secreted onto them than the stiffer nanolattices, where such cellular 

response was virtually indistinguishable. 

We constructed a simple phenomenological model that appears to capture the observed relation 

between scaffold stiffness and f-actin concentration. This model predicts a range of optimal 

scaffold stiffnesses for maximum f-actin concentration, which appears to be directly correlated 

with osteoblast-driven mineral deposition. This work suggests that three-dimensional scaffolds 

with titania-coated surfaces may provide an optimal microenvironment for cell growth when 

their stiffness is similar to that of cartilage (~0.5-3MPa). These findings help provide a greater 

understanding of osteoblast mechanosensitivity and may have profound implications in 

developing more effective and safer bone prostheses. 

3.1. Chapter summary 

The precise mechanisms that lead to orthopedic implant failure are not well understood; it is 

believed that the micromechanical environment at the bone-implant interface regulates structural 

stability of an implant. The number of expected osteoporosis-related fractures is predicted to 

grow by a factor of 7 in the next twenty-five years because of a substantial increase in the ageing 

population. By 2030, the demand for hip and knee replacements is predicted to increase by 174% 

and 673%, respectively102,103. This tremendous need for bone prostheses has motivated significant 

research efforts to develop a more thorough understanding of properties of bone at each level of 

its hierarchy, with a focus on scaffold-osteoblast interactions at the cellular level6,104. As 
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mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, several types of bone grafting scaffolds exist, 

however, despite the significant efforts that have been made to develop fully synthetic implants 

for more than five decades6 no optimal implant exists yet. Commercially available, fully 

synthetic orthopedic implants cause stress shielding due to the discrepancy in stiffness between 

bone and the implant (see section 1.1.2. for more details). As a consequence of the inadequate 

load transfer from the implant to the cells, the healing bone decreases its mass, which prevents 

the bone from anchoring to the implant and leads to implant loosening and eventual failure7,14,15,23. 

Hutmacher et al. (2000) postulated that an ideal implant should retain durability in the body and 

have mechanical properties that match those of the natural bone that is being replaced23. This 

remains to be demonstrated experimentally, especially at the cellular level.  

To date, research on mammalian cells’ ability to exert forces onto a 2-dimensional substrate via 

stress fibers, which are bundles of polymerized actin, has shown that cells exhibit a bell-shaped 

sensitivity to changes in substrate stiffness29,36. We hypothesize that adhesion and mineralization 

behavior of bone cells may also exhibit a sensitivity dependence on the stiffness of 3-

dimensional (3D) scaffolds8,10,11,12. Identifying an optimal stiffness range for mineralization on 3D 

scaffolds has the potential to offer quantitative guidelines for the fabrication of bone implants 

that minimize stress-shielding while maximizing bone growth. 

Challenges associated with fabricating complex three-dimensional scaffolds with strut 

dimensions on the same order as osteoblasts (~10μm) has rendered existing studies to be limited 

to a stiffness window ranging from ~10-200 kPa18,19,26,106. Most literature has been focused on 

studying cell behavior on either 2D substrates or on scaffolds with a narrow range of structural 

stiffness and strut size of at least one order of magnitude larger than the cell’s size which has 

made the cell-scaffold interaction virtually the same as that on a 2D substrate26,39,106,107. 
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We focused on exploring the dependence of osteoblast-like cells (SAOS-2) on the structural 

stiffness of porous substrates with a constant pore size. We utilized two-photon lithography, 

sputtering and atomic layer deposition (ALD) to fabricate periodic, 3-dimensional cellular solids, 

referred to as nanolattices, with tetrakaidecahedral geometry, measured their structural stiffness, 

and populated osteoblast-like SAOS-2 cells onto them to study their behavior. 

The relative density of the nanolattices in this work, calculated using Solidworks software 

(Dassault Systems), ranged from 0.14% to 12.2%. The pore size, U, was maintained constant at 

25μm for all nanolattices in this work to isolate the effects of the scaffolds’ structural stiffness, 

which was varied by depositing different material coatings onto the original polymer nanolattices 

(Figure 11). We were able to achieve a range of structural stiffnesses that spans over two orders 

of magnitude, from ~0.7 MPa to 100 MPa, which covers a region that had not been previously 

explored: existing literature on scaffolds with similar sizes explored the stiffness range of ~10-

200 kPa. SAOS-2 cells were seeded on the nanolattices, and the cells’ f-actin concentration was 

measured after a 48-hour growth period in mineralization media. Longer periods of growth, up to 

12 days, were conducted to characterize the relationship between scaffold stiffness and cells’ 

mineralization ability.  

 

3.2. Methods 

 

3.2.1. Sample Preparation 

 
All scaffolds were fabricated via TPL direct laser writing (DWL), which employs a 

femtosecond-pulsed laser that is rastered in space to selectively cross-link a negative tone 

photoresist, IP-Dip (Nanoscribe GmbH), into a designed structure. The resulting polymer 
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nanolattices were subsequently coated with different materials to create scaffolds that are 

comprised of 4 different material systems shown in Figure 11 (i). 

 

 
 
 
Figure 11: Design and Fabrication of the Nanolattices. (i) Computer-aided design of the 
sample showing the four types of nanolattices that were tested. All nanolattices had 
tetrakaidecahedral unit cells of length (U) = 25μm and a beam radius (R), which varied from 1 to 
1.5μm. The insets show a zoomed-in view of the unit cells that comprise each type of 
nanolattice: (A) hollow with an 18nm-thick TiO2 wall. (B) IP-Dip-core coated with 18nm-thick 
layer of TiO2. (C) IP-Dip-core coated with ~250nm-thick layer of Ti and 18nm-thick layer of 
TiO2. (D) IP-Dip-core coated with ~250nm-thick layer of W and 18nm-thick layer of TiO2. (ii) 
Top SEM view of the fabricated samples. (iii) EDS map and spectrum that shows the 
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composition of the W and Ti nanolattices (material systems C and D). (iv) A zoomed-in side 
SEM view of the hollow TiO2 nanolattice (material system (A)).  
 
 
Material system (A) was fabricated by first coating the polymer scaffold with an 18nm-thick 

layer of TiO2 deposited via ALD and then slicing off the sample edges along each face using a 

focused ion beam (FIB) (FEI Nova 200 Nanolab) at 30KeV and 5nA. The samples were then 

placed into an O2 plasma etcher at 0.6 mbarr and 100W (Diener GmbH) for 24 hours to etch 

away the original scaffold and to produce a hollow TiO2 nanolattice (Figure 11 (ii), 1(iv)).  

Material system (B) was fabricated using the same process as Material system (A) without 

etching away the polymer scaffold. Material system (C) was fabricated by sputtering a ~250nm-

thick layer of Ti onto the original polymer scaffold and subsequently coating it with an 18nm-

thick layer of TiO2 deposited via ALD. Material system (D) was fabricated by sputtering a 

~250nm-thick layer of W onto the original polymer scaffold and subsequently coating it with an 

18nm-thick layer of TiO2 deposited via ALD. 

Some of the original polymer nanolattices (IP-Dip) were used for fluorescence studies, which 

revealed the need to treat the polymer nanolattices with Sudan Black to suppress 

autofluorescence at the wavelengths that were used for f-actin and vinculin staining (516nm and 

633nm respectively). We incubated the polymeric nanolattices in Sudan Black solution for 2 

hours following the protocol developed by Jaafar et al. (Figure 12)108. 
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Figure 12: IP-Dip autofluorescence suppression. (i) Fluorescence microscopy images of the 
polymer nanolattices taken at λ = 561nm and λ = 633nm showing strong autofluorescence 
coming from IP-Dip. (ii) Fluorescence microscopy images of the polymer nanolattices after 
being treated with Sudan Black for 2 hours showing autofluorescence suppression at λ = 561nm 
and λ = 633nm. 

 

Sputter deposition was carried out using a magnetron sputterer (Temescal BJD-1800). Titanium 

was sputtered using RF power at 125W, a working pressure of 6mtorr, Ar pressure of 60sccm 

and table rotation set at 100%. An average Ti thickness of ~250nm was obtained after depositing 

for 140 minutes. W was deposited using RF power of 125W, a working pressure of 5mtorr, Ar 

pressure of 50sccm and table rotation set at 100%. An average W thickness of ~250nm was 

obtained after depositing for 140 minutes. The outermost 18nm-thick TiO2 coating was deposited 

using ALD (Cambridge Nanotech S200) with H2O and Titanium Tetrachloride (TiCl4) precursors. 

A shadow mask, which was fabricated via photolithography and deep reactive ion etching 

(DRIE), was used to selectively coat Ti on system (C) and W on system (D) that are adjacent to 

each other on the SiO2 substrate (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Shadow mask fabrication. (i) Solidworks model of the shadow mask. (ii) SEM side 
view of the nanolattices housing created via DRIE. (iii) Zoomed-in view of the housing side wall 
showing a height of 90μm, necessary to prevent nanolattice collision with the mask floor during 
the alignment step. (iv) SEM Top and side view of the shadow mask deposition window 
confirming successful wafer etch-through. 

 

A 500μm-thick Si wafer was first uniformly thinned to a thickness of ~200μm in an inductively 

coupled reactive ion etcher (Oxford DRIE System 100 ICP/RIE) using SF6 as reactive gas. 

Subsequently photoresist AZ5214-e was used to pattern a circle of 4mm diameter in the center of 

the Si chip. 200nm of Al2O3 was then deposited in an e-beam evaporator (Temescal FC-1800). 

Lift-off of the photoresist  (AZ5214-e) revealed a 4mm-diameter circle surrounded by Al2O3 

(Figure 12 (ii)), which provided an adequate protective layer against etching. To create a housing 

for the nanolattices so that they would not be crushed during the alignment procedure, DRIE was 

employed to etch ~90μm into the Si pattern using a Bosch recipe (Figure 12 (iii)). The final 

deposition window was made by first using two-photon lithography (Nanoscribe GmbH) to 
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pattern a polymeric circle of 120μm diameter in the middle of the fabricated trench. Evaporation 

of 200nm of Al2O3 followed by lift-off of the polymeric circular pattern was completed and a final 

wafer etch-through step using DRIE was performed to expose the deposition window (Figure 12 

(iv)). 

 Figure 11 (iii) provides a map generated by EDS that shows the distribution of Ti and W in 

material systems (C) and (D). The spraying effect inherent to sputtering deposition was 

minimized to ~15μm by reducing the size of the shadow mask’s deposition window to 120μm x 

120μm. To mimic the porous structure of cancellous bone we chose a tessellated 

tetrakaidecahedral unit cell geometry (Figure 11 (i)) which had circular beams of length L = 

8.33μm and a radius R = 1μm for material system (A) and (B) or R = 1.5μm for material systems 

(C) and (D), and a unit cell size U = 25μm for all material systems (Figure 11 (i)). Each 

nanolattice contained 8 (length) x 8 (width) x 2 (height) unit cells, and each sample contained 4 

nanolattices arranged in a linear sequence from material system (A) to (D) to establish a stiffness 

gradient (Figure 11 (ii)). The nanolattices were separated by 10μm to allow for precise and 

selective sputter coating (Figure 11 (iii)).  

 

3.2.2. Quasi-static Uniaxial Compression Experimental Setup 
 
 
All nanolattices were uniaxially compressed to a maximum strain of 50% at a strain rate of 10-3 s-1 

in   a nanoindenter (G200, Agilent Technologies). The load vs. displacement data collected by 

the nanoindenter was converted into engineering stress vs. strain. Engineering stress was 

calculated using σ = F/A, where F is the applied load and A is the footprint area of the 

nanolattice, and global compressive strain, ε, was calculated as ε = (Hf -Hi)/Hi where Hi is the 
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initial height of the nanolattice measured from SEM images and (Hf -Hi) is the displacement 

recordered by the nanoindenter. The structural stiffness of the nanolattice, E*, was calculated as 

the slope of the elastic loading portion of the data, which is indicated by the dashed black line in 

Figure 14 (ii): 

3.2.3. Cell Culture Conditions 
 
 
All in vitro experiments were performed using the SΑOS-2 cell line from ATCC.  Cells were 

cultured in 100 mm dishes. DMEM, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2mM L-

glutamine, 100 U ml−1 penicillin and 100 μg ml−1 streptomycin, were used as the culture media. 

Media was replaced every 2 days, and cells were split every 4-5 days using Accutase Cell 

Detachment Solution.  Differentiation media consisted of DMEM low glucose, with 10% FBS, 

2mM L-glutamine, 100 U ml−1 penicillin and 100 μg ml−1 streptomycin, 10 mM β-

glycerophosphate, 100 nM dexamethasone, and 50 μM ascorbic acid.   

For immunostaining experiments (subset 1), cells were seeded onto the nanolattices from each 

material system at a density of 12,000 cells/cm-2 and grown for 7 days, after which they were 

transferred into mineralization media and cultured for additional 2 days.  Samples were then 

washed three times with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes.  Samples 

were washed again with PBS and blocked with 1% BSA in PBS for 30 minutes. Anti-vinculin 

diluted in blocking buffer was then added to the cells and incubated overnight at 4℃, and 

samples were washed three times again with PBST incubated with phalloidin-555 and a 647-

conjugated secondary antibody at room temperature for three hours. After the final wash with 

PBST, the cells were imaged with a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710). 
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For mineralization experiments (subset 2), cells were seeded onto different nanolattices from 

each material system at a density of 12,000 cells/cm-2 and allowed to proliferate for 14 days.  

Cells were then transferred into mineralization media and cultured for additional 8 or 12 days.  

These samples were also washed three times in PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 

min.  After fixation, and one more wash with PBS, the cells were incubated in serial dilutions of 

ethanol for 10 minutes each.   

 
 3.2.4. Cell Imaging and Secretions Characterization via Raman Spectroscopy and EDS 
 
 
After the cells from subset 1 were grown on the nanolattices for 2 days in mineralization media, 

they were imaged to quantify the amount of fluorescence from f-actin and vinculin staining. 

Samples were imaged in a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope using a 20x, NA 0.8 lens, which 

offered the highest magnification to image the entire nanolattice. Z-stack images were captured 

at a constant spacing of 1μm and a total height of 55μm and were used to calculate the maximum 

projected intensity using software ImageJ. To quantify the relative amount of fluorescence from 

every material system, fluorescence data from each individual chip was normalized by the 

fluorescence intensity of material system (A). A total of 5 chips were used to determine error in 

fluorescence experiments. 

To quantify their propensity for mineralization, SAOS-2 cells from subset 2 were subjected to 

serial dilutions of ethanol in phosphate buffered saline until 100% ethanol was attained and then 

processed in a critical point dryer (Tousimis 915B). Cell secretions were morphologically and 

spectroscopically analyzed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI Nova 200 Nanolab) 

equipped with an EDS module (EDAX Genesis 7000). EDS parameters were adopted from 

Maggi et al. (2017)40, and 3 scans per nanolattice were taken to ensure current stability. Raman 
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analysis of cell secretions deposited onto the nanolattices was carried out using a micro Raman 

spectrometer (Renishaw M1000) with a laser wavelength of 514.5 nm and a power density of 

130W/cm2. 

 
3.3. Results 
 
3.3.1. Nanomechanical Experiments  
 
 
We performed quasi-static uniaxial compression experiments to ~50% global uniaxial strain to 

determine the effective structural stiffness and deformation characteristics of each nanolattice. 

Figure 14 shows SEM images of nanolattices from each material system before and after the 

compression, as well as the corresponding stress vs. strain data. 

 
 
Figure 14: Uniaxial compression experiments. (i) SEM images of representative as-fabricated 
samples from each material system. The circles in the top left corner of each image represent a 
schematic of the beam cross section for each material system (not to scale). (ii) Representative 
stress-strain response to quasi-static uniaxial compression of each material system. The inset 
shows a zoomed-in view of the compression of the hollow nanolattice (wall thickness = 18nm 
TiO2). (iii) SEM images of the same samples after compression. All samples from material 
systems B, C, and D underwent brittle failure, the hollow nanolattice (A) (bottom image) 
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experienced localized Euler beam buckling and some residual recovery. Scale bars in each SEM 
image represent 50μm. 

The stress-strain data for all samples contains a short initial non-linearity, or toe region, which is 

primarily caused by a small misalignment between the compression tip and the top surface of the 

nanolattice. The stiffer material systems (C) (polymer/Ti/TiO2) and (D) (polymer/W/TiO2) 

exhibited a toe region up to 1% strain; the toe region in more compliant systems (B) 

(polymer/TiO2) and (A) (hollow/TiO2) extended to 3% strain. A linear elastic region, indicated by 

the dashed slopes in Figure 12 (ii), followed the toe region, and was used to calculate the 

effective structural stiffness, E* 49,71. The post-elastic behavior varied depending on the constituent 

material of the nanolattice. Fig. 2(iii), which shows post-compression SEM images of a 

representative nanolattice from each material system, reveals that all the composite systems (B, 

C, and D) experienced catastrophic brittle failure at a strain of ~9%, ~13% and ~18% 

respectively; the hollow material system (A) deformed in a ductile-like fashion with discrete 

serrations that correspond to individual layer buckling events (Figure 12 (ii)-inset). Table VII 

summarizes the moduli, E*, and compressive strengths, σf, for all material systems, which span 

more than two orders of magnitude. 

Table VII: Elastic modulus, E*, and compressive strength, σf, of each material system measured 
via uniaxial quasi-static compression. Error was calculated by taking the standard deviation from 
4 data points gathered per material system. 

 
 System E* (Mpa) σ

f  
(Mpa) 

A 0.69 ± 0.2  0.019 ± 0.003  

B 16.8 ± 0.9  0.45 ± 0.01  

C 60.2 ± 7.4  1.78 ± 0.28  

D 96.7 ± 6.9  4.53 ± 0.7  
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3.3.2. Cell Experiments: F-actin & Vinculin Fluorescence Microscopy 

SAOS-2 cells were cultured on the nanolattices to determine the effect of substrate stiffness on 

the production of stress fibers and focal adhesions by the cells. After 2 days of growth in 

mineralization media, the actin fibers (f-actin) were stained with phalloidin (red) and the focal 

adhesions were stained with anti-vinculin antibodies (green) to quantify their amounts via 

fluorescent experiments (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15: Fluorescence microscopy images and quantitative analysis. (i) Z-stack projections 
of confocal images of SAOS-2 cells grown on the nanolattices for 2 days that show actin 
filaments stained with Phalloidin and (ii) focal adhesions stained with anti-vinculin antibodies; 
the material system is represented by the schematic circle on top of the corresponding 
nanolattice. Relative amounts of f-actin (iii) and focal adhesions (iv) as a function of nanolattice 
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stiffness. Fluorescence data was normalized by the intensity of the most compliant material 
system (A). Horizontal error bars represent standard deviation in nanolattice elastic moduli and 
vertical error bars represent standard error in fluorescence measurements. (v) Merging of the red 
and green channels shows higher levels of co-localization (yellow) on the nanolattices compared 
to the surrounding flat substrate.  

 

Figure 15 shows the results of the fluorescence experiments. A schematic representation of each 

individual material system is placed directly above the image that was generated via fluorescence 

microscopy for that specific material system  (Figure 15 (i-ii)). Figure 15 (iii) reveals the 

presence of ~20% more f-actin on the most compliant nanolattice (A) compared to that on the 

other material systems (B-D), all of which displayed similar levels of relative maximum intensity 

of f-actin. Figure 15 (iv) shows vinculin staining, which revealed no significant differences in 

focal adhesion concentration across the four material systems.  

Merging the signal from phalloidin (Figure 15 (i)) and vinculin staining (Figure 15 (ii)) produced 

the images in Figure 15 (v), which show the amount of co-localization (yellow color) between f-

actin and focal adhesions in the nanolattices. These images reveal uniform distribution of co-

localized f-actin and focal adhesions along the z-axis with no apparent location preference within 

the nanolattice. A qualitative analysis also revealed higher levels of co-localization on the 

nanolattices compared to the flat substrate (Figure 15 (v)). The footprint area of the nanolattices 

occupied ~0.2% of the total sample area which made it impossible to physically separate the 

cells attached to the nanolattices from those on the neighboring flat substrate and to perform 

more quantitative biological assays. 

Sudan Black was not able to suppress the inherent autofluorescence of the nanolattice polymer at 

wavelengths shorter than ~400nm, which rendered nuclear staining, such as DAPI, ineffective in 

revealing meaningful information about the number of cells on each nanolattice. 
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3.3.3. Cell Experiments: Cellular Secretions Characterization & Quantification.   

 

Figure 16 shows SEM images of SAOS-2 secretions on the nanolattices after a growth period of 

8 and 12 days in mineralization media. 

	
Figure 16: SEM images of the SAOS-2 cells’ products after growing for 8 and 12 days in 
mineralization media. (i,ii) Top-down SEM images of the samples after 8 days (i) and 12 days 
(ii) of growth. Circles above the images represent a schematic of the individual beam cross-
sections for each material system. (iii,iv) Zoomed-in SEM images that reveal large amounts of 
organic material (white arrows) grown on the nanolattice after 8 days. These deposits were found 
across all material systems. (v,vi) Zoomed-in SEM images showing large amounts of mineral 
formations (orange arrows) on the nanolattices after 12 days. These aggregates were found 
across all material systems. (vii) Raman spectroscopy analysis of SAOS-2 products after 12 days 
of growth. Spectra collected from all material systems revealed the presence of bioapatite (962 
cm-1) and collagen molecules (854 cm-1 ,879 cm-1). (viii) SEM image of the organic phase that 
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shows the presence of filamentous features with diameters of 75 ± 32nm, consistent with the size 
of collagen fibrils. (ix) SEM image of a mineral aggregate that most probably corresponds to 
bioapatite. 
 
 
These experiments reveal that SAOS-2 cells deposited organic and mineral compounds on all 

nanolattices after growing in mineralization media for 8 and 12 days. SEM images in Figure 16 

(i-vi) demonstrate the presence of a continuous matrix interspersed with ~50-100nm-diameter 

filaments that are indicated by arrows in Figure 16 (iii,iv,viii). The mineral deposits, indicated by 

arrows in Figure 16 (v,vi,ix), appear to have two dominant morphologies: (1) spherical clusters 

with diameters of ~2-15μm (Figure 16 (v,vi)) that are composed of (2) smaller aggregates 

ranging from ~300nm-1μm (Figure 16 (ix)). These smaller aggregates, ~300nm-1μm, were also 

present as a continuous coating on the nanolattice beams and in the larger spherical secretions as 

shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: SEM image of the irregularly-shaped sub-aggregates that uniformly coated the 
nanolattices’ beams and that were found to be making up larger spherical nodules. (i) SEM 
side-image of a nanolattice showing mineral aggregates uniformely coating the nanolattice struts 
(purple inset) and making up larger spherical nodules (cyan inset). (ii) Zoomed-in view of the 
mineral aggregates that coat the nanolattice beams. These aggregates were irregularly-shaped 
and varied in width from ~300nm-1μm. (iii) Zoomed-in view of the mineral aggregates making 
up larger spherical nodules. Similarly to the deposits shown in (ii) these aggregates were also 
irregularly-shaped and varied in width from ~300nm-1μm. 

 

Figure 17 (i) shows the presence of several spherical mineral nodules and a continuous coating 

on the nanolattice struts. Figure 17 (ii) and (iii) offer a more detailed view of the aggregates 

making up the continuous coating (ii) and the spherical aggregates (iii). These aggregates share 

both shape and size (~300nm-1μm) and were hypothesized to be the initial SAOS-2 mineral 

secretions. 

Raman spectroscopy performed on the organic phase revealed peaks at 854 cm-1 and 879 cm-1, 

which most probably correspond to proline and hydroxyproline, respectively, and suggest the 

presence of collagen molecules. The spectra taken from the mineral phase exhibited a peak at 

962cm-1 (Figure 16 (vii)), which is likely representative of some form of bioapatite. 

Figure 18 shows the results of the EDS analysis performed on the scaffolds after 8 and 12 days 

of cell growth in mineralization media. Nanolattices made from all material systems revealed the 

presence of C, O, Na, Mg, Ca and P. 
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Figure 18: EDS spectra and quantification of Ca and P secreted by the SAOS-2 cells. (i,ii) 
Representative EDS spectra after growing SAOS-2 cells for 8 days (i) and 12 days (ii) in 
mineralization media. (iii-vi) Relative intensity of Ca (iii,iv) and P (v,vi) after 8 days (iii,v) and 
12 days (iv,vi). (v,vi) Horizontal error bars represent the standard deviation in elastic moduli 
measured over 4 samples and vertical error bars represent the standard error in the intensity of Ca 
and P obtained from EDS spectra of 3 chips per time point. In each plot, Ca and P concentrations 
were normalized by their relative amounts on the most compliant material system (A). 
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EDS spectra of all samples after 8 days of growth reveal the relative intensity of C to be a factor 

of ~3 higher than those of P and Ca (Figure 18 (i)). EDS spectra after 12 days of growth reveal 

the amount of C to be ~6% lower than that of P and ~29% higher than that of Ca in all samples 

(Figure 18 (ii)). Figure 18 (iii-vi) displays the relative intensity of Ca and P after 8 and 12 days 

of cell growth as a function of nanolattice stiffness. The data from each sample was normalized 

to the corresponding element intensity on the most compliant material system (A). The intrinsic 

inability of EDS detectors to reliably capture light elements (Z < 11) limits the accuracy of 

quantifying the concentration of C. This analysis reveals that after 8 days, the hollow, most 

compliant material system (A) had ~40% more Ca and P compared with those on stiffer material 

systems (B-D), all of which displayed similar levels of Ca and P (Figure 18 (iii, v)). After 12 

days, a less drastic difference in Ca and P concentration across the material systems was 

observed. Material system (A) displayed ~15% more Ca and P compared with material system 

(B), and material system (B) displayed ~10% more Ca and P than material systems (C) and (D) 

(Figure 18 (iv, vi)). These results show that material system (A) with the lowest structural 

modulus of 700kPa, had the highest amounts of f-actin and mineral deposits (Ca, P).  

 

3.4. Phenomenological Model Formulation  
 
 
To explain the observed higher cellular activity on the most compliant 3D substrates, we propose 

a simple qualitative phenomenological model that is aimed to relate f-actin concentration to 

substrate stiffness. The ability of a cell to respond to external mechanical stimuli depends on 

highly interconnected and coordinated networks of signaling events that regulate cell adhesion. 

Mammalian cells attach to a substrate by reorganizing their cytoskeleton, which is a complex, 
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highly heterogeneous and dynamic system that undergoes constant rearrangement. Multiple 

components play important roles in cystoskeleton rearrangement. Following the approach of 

Ingber (1997), in this model we treat the cytoskeleton as a network of microfilaments and 

microtubules that distribute forces within the cell through a balance of compression and tension 

without taking into account more detailed structures109.  We setup the model by employing the 

following elements involved in cell adhesion: (1) a “sticky” element, focal adhesions, (2) an 

active force-generating element, f-actin, and (3) a compression element, microtubules.  

Focal adhesions, which induce monomeric actin (g-actin) to polymerize into f-actin that can 

autonomously contract, are the anchor points of the cell to the substrate. F-actin pulls on the 

substrate by using integrins, or transmembrane proteins that serve as adhesive elements between 

the substrate and the cell. Rod-like protein complexes, or microtubules, resist this actin-driven 

cell and prevent cell collapse109,110.  

Existing models treat actin filaments and microtubules as linear-elastic solids, which predict a 

linear relationship between f-actin concentration and substrate stiffness111,112. This linear 

relationship saturates when the maximum biologically-allowed concentration of filamentous 

actin in the cell is reached (~60uM)66. These models accurately describe the interactions between 

f-actin and microtubules and do not account for the integrins, which play an important role in 

cell attachment and migration109. 

Following the approach of De Santis et al. (2011)113, who treated the cellular mechanical 

elements, f-actin and microtubules, as linear elastic springs, we developed a model that accounts 

for the f-actin-integrin-substrate interaction. In this model, the cells are in quasi-static 

equilibrium with the substrate, and the force generated by the filamentous actin (FFA), which is a 

function of the force developed in the integrins (FIT), is balanced by the compression of the 
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microtubules (FMT), and the traction at the cell-substrate interface (FS) (Figure 19 (i)). 

 

Figure 19: Substrate-dependent f-actin activation model. (i) Model phenomenology: FMT 
represents the force exerted by microtubules (green), FAF represents the force exerted by f-actin 
filaments (red) and FIT represents the force exerted by integrins (black). FS represents the resistive 
force of the substrate. Microtubules, f-actin and the substrate were modeled as elastic solid 
springs; the integrins were modeled as sliders. (ii) Cumulative distribution function (CDF(PiR)) of 
a cluster of integrins per micron squared as a function of substrate elasticity that shows more 
integrin-substrate bonds breaking as stiffness increases. (iii) Model predictions of f-actin 
concentration change (ηFA) as a function of substrate stiffness. (iv) F-actin activation factor, ηFA, 
as a function of the structural stiffness of the substrate. Solid line represents theoretical 
predictions, open diamond symbols represent experimental data. 
 
To satisfy static equilibrium, the following relation must be true:  
 
                                                        						𝐹NO + 𝐹PQ + 𝐹R = 0                                                      (4) 

 
Each force can be expressed in terms of spring constants and dimensions as: 
 
 

				𝐹PQ = 	𝐾PQ(𝐿 − 𝐿PQV)/𝐿PQV 
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																																																																𝐹NO = 	𝐾NO(𝐿 − 𝐿X)/𝐿PQV	                                                  (5) 
 

	𝐹R = 	𝐾R(𝐿 − 𝐿X)/𝐿X	 
 
 

where L0 is the rest length of an element, L is the final elongation of an element, and K  = EA is 

the effective spring constant of the element where E is the Young’s modulus of the element, and 

A is  the cross sectional of the element. KFA is the effective stiffness of f-actin, KMT is the effective 

stiffness of microtubules and KS is the effective stiffness of the substrate. 

The rest lengths of the microtubule and of the substrate are independent of a cell’s pre-stress113, 

the f-actin rest length (𝐿PQV) is a function of the pre-stress developed by a cell upon its adhesion 

to a substrate114: 

																																																																						𝐿PQV = (1 + 𝑃)𝐿X                                                          (6) 

 

where P is a unitless pre-stress coefficient which we estimated using Engler et al.29 Solving 

equations (4) and (5) gives an expression for the force that f-actin exerts onto the substrate as a 

function of its stiffness: 

																																																													𝐹PQ =
𝐾PQ𝑃(𝐾NO + 𝐾R)

𝐾PQ + (𝐾NO + 𝐾R)(1 + 𝑃)
																																													(7) 

 
 

Eq. (7) doesn't take into account the integrins, which play a crucial role in cell mechanics. Li et 

al. (2003) showed that a single integrin-substrate bond has a strength of ~100pN. Once the force 

exerted by the contracting f-actin exceeds this strength, the integrins dissociate from the 

substrate115. Following this approach and that of He et al. (2014)112, we modeled the probability of 
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an integrin-substrate bond rupture (𝑃𝑖V)	as a function of actin-generated tension. We then 

calculated the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for 4000 integrins (Figure 19 (ii)), which 

literature has shown to be a reasonable average number of integrins per μm2  116. 

 
																																																																								𝐶𝐷𝐹 𝑃𝑖V = %

)
𝑃𝑖V 𝑑𝐹PQ                                           (8) 

 

We incorporated the effects of integrin-substrate bonds rupturing on the effective force exerted 

by f-actin by modeling integrins as sliders that work in series with the actin filaments, as shown 

in Figure 19 (i). Multiplying Eq. (7), which represents the linear relationship between actin force 

and substrate stiffness, by the probability of finding an intact integrin-substrate bond (Eq. (8)) 

gives the f-actin activation factor, ηFA : 

 

																																							𝜂PQ =

𝐾PQ𝑃(𝐾NO + 𝐾R)
𝐾PQ + (𝐾NO + 𝐾R)(1 + 𝑃)

	(1 − 𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑖V))

𝐹PQ `ab
																																				(9) 

 

ηFA describes the change in f-actin concentration relative to the baseline level of 0, which 

corresponds to the minimum amount of polymerized actin necessary for the cell to remain 

attached to a substrate, to a maximum level of 1, which corresponds to the highest possible 

effective concentration of f-actin in the cell.  

Eq. (9) demonstrates that ηFA is related to the probability of integrins dissociating from the 

substrate, which is a function of the force that f-actin exerts (Eq. 8) that is related to the substrate 

stiffness, Ks, as shown in Eq. (7). ηFA was normalized by the maximum force that f-actin can exert, 

which is dictated by the maximum concentration of actin allowed by the cell. 
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Fig. 19 (iii) shows a plot of ηFA as a function of the substrate modulus (Es = Ks/A) predicted by 

the model, which reveals a linear increase in actin activation with substrate stiffness up to 

~2MPa where the role of integrin dissociation becomes dominant. The maximum f-actin 

activation occurs at the substrate stiffness of 2.3 MPa where about 20% of the integrin-substrate 

bonds have broken (Figure 19 (ii)). As more integrin-substrate bonds dissociate, ηFA rapidly 

decreases back to the baseline level of 0 at the substrate stiffness of 5.2 MPa, where virtually 

100% of the integrin-substrate bonds have broken and only the baseline integrin-substrate bonds, 

essential for the cell-substrate attachment, remain.  

The model predicts a specific range of substrate stiffnesses, 0-2.5MPa, where the f-actin 

activation factor rises from 0 to 1 and then rapidly decays back to the baseline level for all higher 

stiffnesses. In reality, the rise and decay of ηFA would probably be more gradual because of the 

dynamic nature of integrin-substrate bond kinetics. This simple model is not able to capture the 

kinetics of the integrin-substrate bonds and is formulated based on the steady state 

approximation.  

To evaluate the credibility of the proposed model, we fabricated an additional material system, a 

polymer skeleton with a tetrakaidecahedral unit cell, pore size U = 25μm, beam radius of 0.5 μm 

coated with an 18-nm-thick TiO2 layer, whose structural stiffness was measured to be ~3MPa, i.e. 

within the range of non-zero ηFA.  

We conducted the same fluorescence experiments by growing SAOS-2 cells on the nanolattices 

for 2 days in mineralization media, staining for actin fibers and measuring the f-actin 

fluorescence intensity which represents the degree of f-actin activation. The relative fluorescence 
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intensity was calculated as explained in section 3.3.2 and the results were plotted together with 

the model that we developed as shown in figure 19 (iv). 

 
 
Figure 20: Fluorescence microscopy images showing f-actin signal on the additional 
material system. (a) Z-stack projections of confocal images of SAOS-2 cells grown on the 
nanolattices for 2 days showing actin filaments stained with Phalloidin. The schematics placed 
on top of each nanolattice reveal which material system the f-actin signal was generated from. In 
order from the left: material system (A), Additional material system (indicated by the red star), 
material system (C), material system (D). The white dashed vertical line was used to mark the 
borders between nanolattices. 

 

Figure 19 (iv) shows the experimentally obtained f-actin fluorescence data plotted together with 

the model predictions. It appears that the proposed phenomenological framework that is based on 

coupling the probability of integrins dissociating from the substrate to the existing linear elastic 

models for cell mechanics accurately captures the experimental observations in the range of 

stiffnesses studied, 0.7 to 100MPa. 

 
3.4. Discussion  

 

The global need for more effective osteogenic scaffolds has motivated a debate on the optimal 

scaffold specifications, especially about the mechanical properties like scaffold stiffness and 
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strength19. At the macroscale, it has been shown that implants with elastic moduli on the order of 

hundreds of GPa cause stress shielding, which hinders long-term bone healing15. The fundamental 

causes of stress shielding likely originate at the microscale and remain largely unknown. This 

work aims to quantify the effects of structural stiffness of 3-dimensional nano-architected 

scaffolds on the stress distribution and mineralization capability of osteoblast-like cells (SAOS-

2). 

 
3.5.1. Mechanical Characterization: 

 

A relatively large span of relative densities, 0.14%-12.2%, coupled with a tetrakaidecahedral 

open cellular architecture and different thin film coatings enabled us to fabricate 3-dimensional 

scaffolds that spanned more than two orders of magnitude in structural stiffness, ~0.7-100 MPa. 

The mechanical behavior of the nanolattices was analyzed via quasi-static uniaxial compression 

experiments, which revealed two distinct deformation behaviors: global brittle failure exhibited 

by composite material systems (B), (C) and (D), and layer-by-layer collapse exhibited by hollow 

material system (A). A toe region was present in all compressions up to ~3% strain and was 

likely caused by: (1) a slight initial misalignment between the 600μm–diameter compression tip 

and the 200μm–wide nanolattice and (2) the incomplete initial contact caused by the fabrication-

induced concavity of the top nanolattice surface as shown in figure 21.  
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Figure 21: Nanolattice height variations. SEM side-view of the nanolattice showing a height 
difference between the center (purple line) and the side of the nanolattice (cyan line). The orange 
lines show the presence of a slope between the bottom and top unit cell which suggests shrinking 
on the upper-most layer. 

Figure 21 shows that the height of the nanolattice edge (cyan line) is ~51μm while the height of 

the central unit cells (purple line) is ~49μm which causes a height difference between edge and 

center of the lattice of ~2μm. The concavity induced by IP-Dip shrinkage during fabrication is 

clearly visible by looking at the slope between the top and bottom unit cells shown by orange 

dashed lines. This concavity coupled with slight nanolattice-compression tip misalignment gave 

rise to the initial non-linearity that we defined as “toe region”. 

Following the toe region, nanolattices made from material system (A) (hollow TiO2 nanolattice 

with 18nm wall thickness) underwent linear elastic loading up to 5% strain and a stress of 12 

kPa, followed by a series of discrete strain bursts that correspond to the individual beam buckling 

events, which ultimately led to brittle fracture of the TiO2 beam wall117. The initial strain burst was 

always the most extensive, ~10%, all subsequent strain bursts were ≤ 5%. This is likely a result 

of the substantial accumulation of strain energy in the fully intact sample during loading until its 

release in the first instability/buckling event, after which the weakened nanolattice is not capable 

of sustaining as much strain energy between each layer collapse. 
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Material system (B) (polymer scaffold coated with 18nm of TiO2) displayed linear-elastic 

behavior up to 3% strain and ~0.3MPa stress. Inelastic deformation commenced at stresses 

higher than ~0.3 MPa, which generated high tensile, so-called “hoop”, stresses in the outer TiO2 

shell at the nodal connections of the nanolattice and caused brittle fracture of the entire beams 

and nodes and led to catastrophic collapse of the entire nanolattice118,119. Material system (C) 

(polymer-Ti-TiO2) and (D) (polymer-W-TiO2), each containing 26% metal by volume, exhibited 

similar mechanical behavior characterized by an initial linear elastic response up to ~5% strain 

followed by yielding and limited plasticity of the composite beams. Global brittle failure 

occurred at a compressive stress of ~3 MPa for material system (C) and at ~8 MPa for material 

system (D) because the latter is ~1.5 times stiffer. The ensuing structural collapse occurred 

because of inefficient load re-distribution within the nanolattice after fracture of the individual 

nodes and beams, which disabled the nanolattice to be capable of carrying the applied 

compressive load. 

3.5.2 Cell Response: F-actin and Vinculin Distribution 

 

Physical cues, such as substrate stiffness, are known to affect cellular stress states, which activate 

pathways that control cell behavior30. Studies have shown that stem cell differentiation fate has a 

bell-shaped dependency on substrate stiffness29. For example, stem cells grown on compliant 2D 

substrates (0.1~1kPa) had a higher probability of developing into neurons while those grown on 

stiffer substrates (20~80kPa) had a higher probability of becoming bone cells11,12,41,42. The large 

stiffness range of 0.7-100 MPa exhibited by the 4 fabricated material systems in this work 

allowed us to determine the role of the 3D scaffold stiffness on osteoblast behavior with regards 

to stress fibers concentration, cell adhesion, and mineral deposition. Fluorescence microscopy 
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data revealed the presence of stress fibers (f-actin) and focal adhesions in SAOS-2 cells grown in 

mineralization media for 2 days on all 4 material systems. By measuring relative fluorescence 

intensity we observed that f-actin expression peaked on the most compliant nanolattices made 

from the hollow TiO2 (material system (A)) and dropped by ~20% with increasing nanolattice 

stiffness (Figure 15 (iii)). This suggests that osteoblasts may be highly sensitive to substrate 

elasticity within a narrow substrate stiffness range of ~0.1-10MPa and virtually insensitive to it 

at higher stiffnesses. We postulate that when cells grow on a nanolattice with an elastic modulus 

larger than ~5MPa (Figure 19 (ii,iii)) the f-actin exerts forces that are larger than the tensile 

strength of the integrin-substrate bond, on the order of 100pN which causes its rupture. When 

this bond dissociates, the stiffness felt by the contracting actin filaments rapidly decreases and 

leads to f-actin depolymerization, which manifests itself as a decrease in fluorescence intensity. 

Fluorescence results also revealed that the spatial distribution of the actin filaments appears to be 

a function of substrate stiffness. Figure 15 (i) shows that the f-actin was uniformly distributed on 

the nanolattices of material system (A) and more confined to the nanolattice beams on 

nanolattices made from material systems (B), (C) and (D). The excessive number of cells present 

on all nanolattices and the limitations in optical resolution of the instrument prevented us from 

drawing more quantitative conclusions about the spatial distribution of f-actin on the 

nanolattices. The relative fluorescence intensity of focal adhesion staining was within the error of 

the measurement for all material systems, which suggests their relative equivalence. Vinculin 

was observed along the nanolattice beams, which appear to provide anchor points for cell 

adhesion (Figure 15 (ii)). These observations may be explained by the functional differences 

between f-actin and focal adhesions. F-actin serves as an active mechanical element that 

constantly pulls on the substrate, its function has been reported to be strongly sensitive to 
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substrate stiffness. Focal adhesions are passive mechanical elements that function as bridges for 

cell adhesion to the substrate regardless of its stiffness122. This functional difference may explain 

why the vinculin appears to be more sensitive to the availability of free surface area than to the 

substrate stiffness. All nanolattices in this work had a similar surface area available for cell 

attachment, which could explain the similarity in focal adhesion concentrations across material 

systems. Overlaying f-actin and vinculin fluorescence images allowed us to qualitatively observe 

a high degree of co-localization across all material systems (Figure 15 (v)); a signature that was 

previously observed when cells were grown in natural 3D environments derived from living 

tissues123. This finding suggests that the nanolattices used in this study may provide 3D platforms 

that adequately mimic natural microenvironments and elicit a cellular response comparable to 

that seen in vivo.  

 
3.5.3 Cell Response: Mineralization 

 

After growing SAOS-2 cells on the nanolattices for 8 and 12 days in mineralization media, we 

observed that the scaffolds were fully coated with deposits of minerals and of organic matrix. 

SEM images shown in figure 16 reveal the presence of such deposits on all nanolattices that had 

two main morphologies: (1) organic cellular/proteinaceous matrix interspersed with ~50-100nm-

wide filaments, which are consistent with collagen deposited by osteoblasts on 2D and 3D 

scaffolds91 (figure 16 (iii,iv,viii)), and (2) irregularly-shaped ~300-900nm-sized mineral 

aggregates which appear to be evenly distributed among the lattice beams (figure 16 (v,vi); 

(figure 17). These smaller formations appear to coalesce into larger, cauliflower-shaped 

aggregates, with dimensions of ~2-15μm. Similar deposits have been observed and identified as 
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calcium phosphate species in our earlier work40 (Figure 16 (v,vi,ix)).  

Raman spectroscopy of the organic phase reveals the presence of several nucleic acids, fats and 

amino acids specifically proline and hydroxyproline, which are indicative of collagen (figure 22).  

 

Figure 22: Raman spectroscopy analysis of the organic matrix deposited by SAOS-2 cells 
after a growth period of 12 days in mineralization media. Spectra collected from all material 
systems revealed the presence of cellular material (nucleic acids, fats (CH2 wag), proteins (ph-
ring breathing, amide I, II)) and collagen molecules (Proline (854 cm-1),Hydroxyproline (879 cm-

1)). 

Analysis of the larger, cauliflower-shaped deposits, indicates the presence of some form of 

bioapatite, which is the main mineral found in mature bone (figure 16 (vii)). These findings 

suggest that SAOS-2 cells functionality was induced on the nanolattices. EDS analysis showed 

that the SAOS-2 cells which resided on the most compliant nanolattice (material system (A)) 

exhibited ~40% higher levels of Ca and P compared with those on all other scaffolds after 

growing in mineralization media for 8 days and ~10% higher after a growth period of 12 days. 
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The relative amounts of Ca and P across material systems (B-D) after 8 and 12 days of cell 

growth remained relatively constant. After a cell growth period of 12 days, the difference in Ca 

and P between material system (A) and the other material systems (B-D) was much smaller 

(~10%) than that observed after 8 days (~40%). These results suggest that: (1) more minerals are 

secreted onto the most compliant substrates and (2) deposition saturates after a certain amount of 

cell growth. The large reduction in the difference between mineral amounts between the most 

compliant system (A) and the other material systems also implies that rate of secretion is non-

linear.	 

SEM images and EDS data also convey that the relative amounts of organic matrix quantified as 

the relative intensity of the C signal with respect to Ca and P decreased with time.  

The intensity of carbon changed from being ~3 times greater than that of Ca and P on day 8 to 

approximately the same for all three elements on day 12 across all material systems. These 

results are consistent with the existing in-vivo models that postulate that the osteoblasts initially 

secrete an organic extracellular matrix, predominantly composed of collagen, which gets 

mineralized over time and forms several calcium-phosphate compounds124,125. This finding further 

suggests that the nanolattices may be able to evoke a cellular response similar to that observed in 

in-vivo studies, which render them a promising framework for future implants. 

Elastic moduli of ~0.45 to 1MPa are typical of articular cartilage, which is the natural precursor 

of bone in mammals126. The results of this work suggest that utilizing 3D scaffolds with elastic 

moduli in that range may be promising in stimulating more efficient bone formation by 

mimicking embryonic development. 
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3.6 Concluding Remarks 

 

We used TPL to fabricate three-dimensional rigid polymer nanolattices whose strut dimensions 

were on the same order as osteoblasts’ focal adhesions (~2μm) and pore sizes of 25μm. Some of 

these nanolattices were subsequently coated with thin conformal layers of Ti or W, and a final 

outer layer of 18nm-thick TiO2 was deposited on all samples to ensure biocompatibility. 

Nanomechanical experiments on each type of nanolattice revealed their stiffnesses to range from 

~0.7MPa to 100MPa. Osteoblast-like SAOS-2 cells were seeded on each type of nanolattice, and 

their mechanosensitive response was explored by tracking the intracellular f-actin and vinculin 

concentration after 2 days of cell culture. 

Bone-like material that was deposited on the nanolattices by SAOS-2 cells was used as a cell 

functionality marker. Quantification of such deposits was performed via EDS after 8 and 12 days 

of cell growth in mineralization media. 

These experiments revealed that the most compliant nanolattices, with the stiffness of 0.7 MPa, 

had a ~20% higher concentration of intracellular f-actin and ~40% more secreted Ca and P 

compared with all other nanolattices, where such cellular response was virtually 

indistinguishable. 

We developed a simple phenomenological model that appears to capture the experimental 

observations. The underlying physical foundation of this model comes from incorporating the 

crucial role that integrins have in cell adhesion into well-established cell mechanics models. 

The combination of the experiments and proposed theory suggest that the cell mineralization-

inducing ability of 3D substrates is very sensitive to their structural stiffness and that optimal 

osteoblast functionality is attained on 3D substrates whose stiffness ranges from 0.7 to 3 MPa, 
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similar to that of cartilage. These findings have significant implications for understanding the 

role that 3D scaffold stiffness plays in inducing mineralization and for introducing the 

nanolattices as promising platforms for new synthetic bone graft materials. 

 

	
Chapter 4:  Dynamic loading effects on cell attachment and stress fibers 
formation 

 

In this chapter we explore the role that different dynamic loading conditions have on osteoblasts 

stress fibers formation, which has been associated with their mineralization capabilities101. 

By mechanically compressing the nanolattices with cells grown on them we sought to understand 

whether stress, strain or loading frequency causes a larger cellular response, which was measured 

as a function of stress fibers formation.  

We employed two-photon lithography (TPL) to fabricate nanolattices with tetrakaidecahedral 

periodic geometry, with pore size, (U) of 25μm, beam dimensions of ~2μm in diameter and 

~8μm in length. Four material systems comprised of hollow-tube nanolattices with different wall 

thicknesses were created to achieve a wide structural stiffness range, ~0.7-35MPa. All 

nanolattices had an outer-most layer of TiO2 which ensured biocompatibility. 

Osteoblast-like cells (SAOS-2) were seeded on each nanolattice and compression to different 

stresses, strains and loading frequencies was carried out. The mechanosensitive response of 

SAOS-2 cells was measured by monitoring the intracellular f-actin and vinculin concentrations 

after 3 days of cell culture in mineralization media.  
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4.1. Chapter summary 
 
	
Pathologies related to decreased bone mass, such as osteoporosis, disuse-induced bone loss and 

insufficient bone regrowth upon fracture affect millions of people annually127. Osteoporosis alone 

causes more than 8.9 million fractures annually, resulting in an osteoporotic fracture every 3 

seconds128. 

Decreased bone mass, also known as osteopenia, is a condition whereby osteoclasts, which are 

cells that break down bone tissue, are more active than osteoblasts, which are cells that 

synthesize bone. Over time, osteopenia causes a drastic reduction in bone density, which is 

exponentially related to the incidence of bone fracture129. 

The populations that are most afflicted by osteopenia-related diseases are astronauts and people 

over 50 years of age. Today, 1 in 3 women and 1 in 5 men over 50 will experience osteoporotic 

fractures and by 2050, the population aged 50 and over is projected to increase by ~30%, raising 

the number of fractures due to bone mass loss130–132. In addition to an increasing aging population, 

NASA and several private companies have pushed for establishing permanent human habitats on 

the Moon and on Mars, effectively increasing the number of people venturing into outer space in 

the near future133,134.  

Microgravity, which is any environment where the effective gravity is close to zero and is 

generally found in interplanetary space, induces bone density loss similarly to bone disuse on 

Earth, leading to severe osteopenia in astronauts. Traveling one-way to Mars using currently 

available spacecrafts would cause astronauts to lose about 6% of their bone density, therefore a 

round-trip to Mars would cause a bone density reduction of 12%, dramatically increasing the 

risks of bone fracture in astronauts127. 
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Physical activity, which mechanically stimulates bone, has been implicated in bone density 

regulation. Several studies have shown that decreased physical activity reduces bone mass. 

Besides disuse, localized bone density loss also occurs as a consequence of fracture 

immobilization and improper load transfer from the artificial implant to the native bone135,136. 

This tremendous need to pin down the root causes of osteopenia has motivated significant 

research efforts to develop a more thorough understanding of how bone responds to different 

loading regimes. For instance, Shackelford et al. (2004) showed that an experimental group of 

human subjects all within the ages 22-56 had greater bone mineral density after 17 weeks of 

resistive training compared to a control group of subjects of the same age that was kept at bed 

rest137. In order to gain better insight into the mechanisms underlying bone remodeling as a 

function of loading conditions, Turner et al. (1994) applied bending loads ranging from 0-54N to 

rat tibiae which caused bone to be strained from 0.1-0.4%. A constant load was applied as a sine 

wave with a constant frequency of 2Hz for 36 cycles (18 seconds) a day. After repeating these 

cyclical loads for 12 days they observed a 300% increase in bone formation in those samples that 

were strained to 0.4% compared to those that were strained to 0.1%, concluding that osteocytes 

are sensitive to deformation138.  

Rubin and Lanyon (1985) performed similar experiments on avian bone and found that the 

number of cycles per day ceased to have a beneficial effect above a threshold of ~100 cycles a 

day and the most staggering increase in bone mass were observed up to 40 cycles a day. They 

concluded that the duration of the mechanical stimulus did not yield proportional increases in 

bone mass once a certain threshold was exceeded. They also showed that bone is sensitive to 

both loading frequency and strain magnitude: at a physiologically-relevant loading frequency of 

1Hz, which corresponds to slow walking, they observed an increase in bone mass when the 
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applied load caused a strain of 0.2% (i.e. 2000με)131.  

As a consequence of the large length-scale at which these experiments were performed, no data 

concerning the relationship between cells and mechanical loading was obtained. More recently, 

studies done by periodically stretching 2D matrices with cells seeded on them have shown that 

bone-derived cells are responsive to mechanical strain with their response saturating at 1% 

strain139.  Given the inability to measure bone deposition over short periods of time, studies 

performed at the cell level have relied on markers such as actin, aggrecan and alkaline 

phosphatase (ALP) to correlate cellular response to bone remodeling. 

While the above studies represent tremendous progress in understanding osteoblast behavior as a 

function of loading conditions, an important question remains unanswered: Do bone cells sense 

mechanical deformation, force or loading frequencies? 

We employed TPL, sputtering and atomic layer deposition (ALD) to fabricate nanolattices with a 

constant unit cell geometry, tetrakaidecahedron, porosity, U = 25μm and beam radius size and 

length of R = 0.85μm and L = 8.33μm respectively [figure 23].  

After measuring the structural stiffness of the nanolattices, we seeded osteoblast-like SAOS-2 

cells onto them and mechanically loaded the populated nanolattices using different loading 

conditions. The fabricated hollow nanolattices were coated with different amounts of TiO2 to 

reach a structural stiffness spanning from ~0.7-35MPa while maintaining a fairly constant 

relative density at 0.17%. Three loading conditions were tested: 

(1) we investigated the effects of strain magnitude on osteoblasts by compressing the 

nanolattices to a constant maximum load, 0.65mN corresponding to a stress of ~16kPa, which 

caused the most compliant nanolattice to experience an average global strain of 0.7% while the 

stiffest nanolattice experienced an average global strain of 0.35%.  
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(2) In order to probe the role of stress magnitude on bone cells, we compressed the nanolattices 

to a constant maximum displacement of ~1μm, corresponding to a global strain of ~2%, which 

caused the most compliant material system to experience an average stress of ~16kPa (0.65mN) 

and the stiffness system to experience an average stress of ~600KPa (~22mN). 

 (3) In order to isolate the effects of loading frequency on cell response, nanolattices from a 

single material system were compressed to a constant stress of 130kPa (4.5mN) and the loading 

frequency was varied from ~0.1-3Hz. 

Cellular response was tracked by measuring the f-actin and vinculin concentration of the cells 

after 320 cycles of mechanical stimulation done over 48 hours. 

 
4.2. Methods 
 
 
4.2.1. Sample Preparation 
 
 
Hollow nanolattices were fabricated via TPL (Nanoscribe GmbH) from solid polymer scaffolds 

and subsequently coated with TiO2 and some with Ti before being exposed to the focused ion 

beam and O2 plasma that was used to remove the polymeric material which yielded a hollow 

nano-architected shell. 

Each sample was composed of 4 nanolattices. The first solid polymeric scaffold was coated with 

~160nm of sputtered Ti. A second polymeric scaffold was written at a distance of 300μm from 

the first one and ALD was used to coat 50nm of TiO2 on the first two polymeric scaffolds. A 

third solid polymer scaffold was written 300μm away from the second scaffold and an additional 

32nm-thick layer of ALD TiO2 was deposited on the nanolattices. The last polymeric scaffold 

was written at a distance of 300μm from the third nanolattice and 15nm of ALD TiO2 was coated 
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on all four nanolattices. Hollow structures were made by removing the edges of the coated 

nanolattices using a focused ion beam (FIB) (FEI Nova 200 Nanolab) at 30KeV and 5nA. The 

internal polymer was etched out by placing the samples into a Zepto Plasma Etcher (Diener 

GmbH) and by employing O2 plasma at 0.6 mbarr and 100W for 72 hours. To ensure that no 

other material but TiO2 would come in contact with SAOS-2 cells a final 3nm-thick layer of TiO2 

was ALD-deposited on all nanolattices after polymer removal. In summary, 4 material systems 

were fabricated: 

Material system (A): Hollow nanolattice comprised of an 18nm-thick layer of TiO2. 

Material system (B): Hollow nanolattice comprised of a 50nm-thick layer of TiO2. 

Material system (C): Hollow nanolattice comprised of a 100nm-thick layer of TiO2. 

Material system (D): Hollow nanolattice comprised of a 160nm-thick layer of Ti and 100nm-   

                                    thick layer of TiO2. 

 

 
 
Figure 23: Sample Design and Fabrication.  Computer-aided design of the fabricated Si well 
with 4 nanolattices written in it. The insets show SEM images of each material system and 
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provide a zoomed-in view of a single unit cell. (A) Hollow with an 18nm-thick TiO2 wall. (B) 
Hollow with a 50nm-thick TiO2 wall. (C) Hollow with a 100nm-thick TiO2 wall.  (D) Hollow 
with an 160nm-thick Ti and 100nm-thick TiO2 wall. 
 
Sputter deposition was carried out using a magnetron sputterer (Temescal BJD-1800). Titanium 

was sputtered using RF power at 125W, a working pressure of 30mtorr, Ar pressure of 200sccm 

and table rotation set at 100%. An average Ti thickness of ~160nm was obtained after depositing 

for 140 minutes. TiO2 deposition was achieved using ALD (Cambridge Nanotech S200) with H2O 

and Titanium Tetrachloride (TiCl4) precursors. 

In order to allow the cells to survive on the nanolattices while mechanical loading was being 

performed we fabricated a square trench, which was 7x7mm in lateral dimensions and ~300μm 

in depth, as shown in figure 24. A 500μm-thick Si wafer was spin-coated with a negative tone 

photoresist (AZ nLOF-2020) and exposed using a Karl-Suss Microtech MA6 Aligner (i-line) for 

12 seconds. Following development for 1 minute in MF-319 we deposited 200nm of Al2O3 in an 

e-beam evaporator (Temescal FC-1800). Lift-off of the photoresist revealed a 7x7mm-square 

pattern on the Si substrate (figure 24 (b)). DRIE was employed to etch ~300μm into the Si 

pattern using a Bosch process (figure 24 (c)). 
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Figure 24: Square trench fabrication: (a) Solidworks model of the square trench etched into a 
Si substrate. (b) SEM side view of the etched pattern spanning 7x7mm in lateral dimensions. (iii) 
Zoomed-in view of the trench side wall measuring ~300μm in depth. 
 
 
4.2.2. Monotonic and Cyclic Compression of the Nanolattices  
 
 
Monotonic and cyclic uniaxial compression experiments were performed on the nanolattices in a 

G200 XP Nanoindenter (Agilent Technologies). In order to identify each material system’s 

structural stiffness (𝐸∗) all nanolattices were uniaxially compressed to 50% strain at a strain rate 

of 10-3 s-1. The load displacement data collected by the nanoindenter was converted into 

engineering stress strain according to the formulas detailed in section 2.2.3. 

The structural stiffness was estimated based on the loading slope of the stress strain curve in the 

linear regime, which is indicated by the black dashed-line in figure 25 (b). 

In order to determine the effects of varying loading conditions on the cells that were seeded on 
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the nanolattices, cyclic compression experiments were performed. 

The first loading condition, i.e. constant maximum load and loading frequency was tested by 

cyclically loading and unloading the nanolattices from all material systems with cells grown on 

them for 160 cycles a day for 2 days at a frequency of ~1Hz and a maximum load of 0.6mN 

which corresponded to a nominal stress 16.6kPa.  

The second loading condition, i.e. constant maximum displacement and loading frequency, was 

tested by cyclically loading and unloading the nanolattices from all material systems with cells 

grown on them for 160 cycles a day for 2 days at a frequency of 1Hz and a maximum 

displacement of ~1μm, which corresponds to a strain magnitude of ~0.2%. 

The third loading condition, i.e. constant stress and strain, different loading frequencies, was 

tested by cyclically loading and unloading the nanolattices from material system (B) with cells 

grown on them for 160 cycles a day for 2 days at loading frequencies of 0.1, 1 and ~3Hz.  

 

4.2.3. Cell Culture Conditions 
 
 
SΑOS-2 cell line from ATCC was used for all experiments. The culture media was composed of 

DMEM, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2mM L-glutamine, 

100 U ml−1 penicillin and 100 μg ml−1 streptomycin. Media was replaced every 2 days, and cells 

were split every 4-5 days using Accutase Cell Detachment Solution.  Differentiation media 

consisted of DMEM low glucose, with 10% FBS, 2mM L-glutamine, 100 U ml−1 penicillin and 

100 μg ml−1 streptomycin, 10 mM β-glycerophosphate, 100 nM dexamethasone, and 5μM 

ascorbic acid. Cells were seeded on the nanolattices at a density of 12,000 cells/cm-2 and grown 

for 12 days in growth media after which they were transferred into mineralization media and 
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cultured for additional 3 days. On the 2nd and 3rd day in mineralization media, the nanolattices with 

cells grown on them were taken out of the incubator and mechanically stimulated for ~2 hours 

per day. Control samples were also taken out of the incubator but no mechanical stimulation was 

performed on them. 

The mineralization media was changed each day after mechanical stimulation. 12 hours after the 

last mechanical stimulation samples were then washed three times with PBS and fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes.  Samples were washed again with PBS and blocked with 1% 

BSA in PBS for 30 minutes. Anti-vinculin diluted in blocking buffer was then added to the cells 

and incubated overnight at 4℃, and samples were washed three times again with PBST 

incubated with phalloidin-555 and a 647-conjugated secondary antibody at room temperature for 

three hours. After the final wash with PBST, the cells were imaged with a confocal microscope 

(Zeiss LSM 710). 

 
4.2.4. Stress Fibers and Focal Adhesion Fluorescence Imaging 
 
After mechanically stimulating the cells under different loading conditions for 2 consecutive 

days, the cells were imaged to quantify the amount of fluorescence from f-actin and vinculin 

staining. Samples were imaged in a Zeiss LSM 710 scanning confocal microscope using a 10x, 

NA 0.3 lens, which offered the highest magnification to image the entire nanolattice. Z-stack 

images were captured at a constant spacing of 1μm and a total height of 50μm and were used to 

calculate the maximum projected intensity using software ImageJ.  

To quantify the relative amount of stress fibers and focal adhesions developed in the cells as a 

function of loading conditions, fluorescence data from each individual chip was normalized by 

the fluorescence intensity of material system (A). The amount of fluorescence in the control 
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samples was also normalized by material system (A). Material system (A) was chosen to be the 

normalization factor because it was the only system that experienced full contact with the 

indentor tip for all loading conditions. To determine error in our experiments a total of 4 chips 

were mechanically tested and 4 chips were used as control. 

SEM analysis was performed to confirm that the nanolattices did not experience structural failure 

during cycling compression experiments. After confocal imaging, SAOS-2 cells were subjected 

to serial dilutions of ethanol in phosphate buffered saline until 100% ethanol was attained and 

then processed in a critical point dryer (Tousimis 915B). Nanolattice integrity was investigated 

using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI Quanta 200). 

 
4.3. Results 
 
4.3.1. Monotonic Nanomechanical Experiments  
 
 
Figure 26 shows SEM images of each material system before and after compression as well as 

the stress-strain data that was obtained by performing quasi-static uniaxial compression 

experiments to 50% strain on the nanolattices. These experiments were done to determine the 

structural stiffness, deformation characteristics and compression strength of each material 

system. All nanolattices exhibited an initial non-linearity, also called toe region, which is due to:  

imperfections during scaffold fabrication. Uneven polymer cross-linking distribution caused 

structural shrinkage which led to a height difference between the edge unit cells and central unit 

cells of ~1um (figure 21). Minimum misalignment between the compression tip and the top 

surface of the nanolattice due to a possible small tilt of the substrate also contributed to the 

presence the initial non-linearity. 
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Following the toe-region, the stress-strain data (figure 25 (b)) shows that linear-elastic 

deformation, which is indicated by the black dashed lines in figure 26 (b), was present and was 

employed to calculate the nanolattice structural stiffness, E*. 

Two distinct deformation signatures were observed during nanolattice compressions.  The figure 

of merit that best describes these two behaviors lies in the thickness-to-radius of the hollow 

beams, t/R where t is the thickness of the coating material and R is the radius of the nanolattice 

beams. In accord with the theory developed my Meza et al. (2014)117 material systems (B), (C) 

and (D), with t/R ≥ 0.03 revealed linear elastic loading followed by catastrophic brittle failure at 

a strain of ~9.7%, ~9.5% and ~7%, respectively, while material system (A), which exhibited 0.02 

≤ t/R ≤ 0.03, revealed a combination of brittle and ductile-like deformation which led to the 

presence of strain bursts. Material system (A) exhibited failure at ~5% strain and marginal 

recovery after compression to ~50% strain. Table VIII summarizes the moduli, E*, and 

compressive strengths, σf, for all material systems, which span more than one and a half orders of 

magnitude. 
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Figure 25: Uniaxial Compression Experiments on Hollow Nanolattices. (a) SEM images of 
representative as-fabricated samples from each material system. The circles in the top left corner 
of each image represent a schematic of the beam cross section for each material system (not to 
scale). (b) Representative stress-strain response to quasi-static uniaxial compression of each 
material system. The inset shows a zoomed-in view of the compression of material system (A). 
(c) SEM images of the same samples after compression showing global brittle failure for 
material system (B), (C) and (D). Localized brittle failure led to the partial recovery observed in 
material system (A). 
 
 
Table VIII: Elastic modulus, E*, and compressive strength, σf, of each material system 
measured via uniaxial quasi-static compression. Error was calculated by taking the standard 
deviation from 4 data points gathered per material system. 

 

 System E* (Mpa) σ
f  
(Mpa) 

A 0.7 ± 0.3  0.02 ± 0.003  

B 5.03 ± 0.2  0.19 ± 0.03  

C 19.7 ± 0.5  0.69 ± 0.07 

D 35.2 ± 1.2  1.1 ± 0.19  
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4.3.2. Cyclic Nanomechanical Experiments  
 
After growing SAOS-2 cells on the nanolattices for 12 days in growth media and 1 day in 

mineralization media different cyclic loading conditions were tested. All nanolattices regardless 

of material system and loading condition were cyclically compressed for 2 days for 4 

consecutive sets of 40 load-unload cycles per day.  

Loading Condition 1: constant load cyclic experiments 

Figure 26 shows a representative load-displacement curve from material system (C) that 

exemplifies the first loading condition in which the load across material systems was kept 

constant at 0.6mN, which was chosen based on the maximum load at failure (~0.7mN) of the 

most compliant material system, i.e. material system (A). The load-displacement curve shows the 

presence of linear loading-unloading segments that were accompanied by a small amount of 

hysterisis, which was likely caused by the friction between the top surface of the structure and 

the indenter tip. The loading frequency was also kept constanst at ~1Hz across material systems, 

as shown in figure 26 (b),  by adjusting the strain rate according to eq. 10. 

																																																																					
𝑑𝐹
𝑑𝑡

= 𝜀	𝐾NR𝐻																																																																							(10)		 

where 	𝜀 is the strain rate, KMS is the stiffness of a given material system, H indicates the height of 

the nanolattice, dF is the load differential, i.e. the maximum prescribed load (0.6mN) minus the 

minimum prescribed load (0.1mN) and dt is the time differential which was set at 1 second.  
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Figure 26: Constant load cyclic compressions. (a) Representative load displacement curve 
taken from material system (C) undergoing 50 rounds of cyclic loading to a maximum load of 
~60mN. (b)  Load-time curves showing that all material systems, (A) in purple, (B) in cyan, (C) 
in fuscia and (D) in green experienced the same leading frequency at ~1Hz. The time interval 
was chosen arbitrarily. (c) Displacement-time curves from all material systems showing that the 
most compliant nanolattice (A) was strained significantly more than tha other material systems. 

 

Keeping the maximum load constant caused the material systems to be strained to different 

amounts, as shown in figure 26 (c). The average effective strain was calculated by first 

measuring the nanolattice global displacement per loading-unloading cycle as a function of time 

(Figure 26(c)), which was obtained by subtracting the minimum displacement from the 

maximum displacement per cycle. The net displacement per cycle was then converted into net 

strain per cycle by employing the formulas detailed in section 2.2.3. The net strain per cycle was 

then used to find the average effective strain that each material system experienced by applying 

eq. (11). 

																																																𝜀fggfhijkf =
%
l

𝜀mnop − 𝜀mjqp
l
pr)                                     (11) 

 

where N is the number of cycles used to calculate the average effective strain which was 
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arbitrarily chosen to be 20, εmax was the maximum strain per cycle and εmin is the minimum strain 

per cycle. Only the net strain caused by cyclic loading was used for the calculation of the 

average effective strain  hence the strain caused by the first loading segment was discarded, 

which is reflected by j starting at 2. 

Material system (A) showed the largest average strain, 0.81% ± 0.1%; material system (B) 

exhibited an average strain of 0.57% ± 0.05%; material system (C) exhibited an average strain of 

0.46% ± 0.03% and material system (D) exhibited an average strain of 0.44% ± 0.03%. 

Due to the presence of a toe region, which was more prominent for the stiffer material systems, 

i.e. (C) and (D), the net average strain for these material systems was larger by more than 100% 

than the one calculated from Hooke’s law (eq. (3)). 

Based on previous experiments performed in our group, we expect the nanolattice to be in full 

contact with the indentor tip only after the toe-region has been cleared. Therefore, only material 

system (A), whose toe region extends to ~0.2mN, was in full contact during the constant-load 

cyclic compression experiments. The displacement that was recorded for material systems (B), 

(C) and (D) was effectively that of a number of unit cells, but not that of the full nanolattice. 

Loading condition 2: constant maximum displacement cyclic experiments 

The second loading condition that was tested involved keeping the nanolattices’ global strain and 

loading frequency constant at ~2% and ~1Hz respectively. Figure 27 (a) shows a representative 

load-displacement curve from material system (C) which reveals that the loading data in each 

cycle is characterized by elastic loading followed by elastic unloading. The slope of the loading 

and unloading regions of the load-displacement curve were virtually identical, confirming the 

elastic nature of the cyclic compression experiments. Figure 27 (c) shows that the net 
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displacement across all material systems was kept constant at ~1μm, which corresponds to a 

global nanolattice strain of ~2%. Figure 27 (b) reveals that the loading frequency was kept 

constant for all material systems at ~1Hz. As a result of keeping the strain magnitude constant, 

the peak load across material systems varied by more than one order of magnitude as shown in 

figure 27 (b), which reveals that material system (A) reached a maximum load of ~0.65mN, 

material system (B) reached a maximum load of ~5mN, material system (C) reached a maximum 

load of ~16mN and material system (D) reached a maximum load of ~22mN. 

 
Figure 27: Constant strain cyclic compressions. (a) Representative load displacement curve 
taken from material system (C) undergoing 50 rounds of cyclic loading to a maximum load of 
~16mN. (b)  Load-time curves showing that by fixing the maximum displacement to ~1mN the 4 
material systems experienced different maximum loads: ~0.65mN for material system (A) 
(purple), ~5mN for material system (B) (cyan), ~16mN for material system (C) (fuscia) and 
~22mN for material system (D) (green). (c) Displacement-time curves showing that all material 
systems experienced approximately the same amount of net displacement calculated as the 
maximum displacement minus the minimum displacement per cycle. 

 
In order to ensure that cyclic compression testing didn’t introduce any mechanical flaws into the 

nanolattices, SEM images of the nanolattices before and after cyclic compressions were taken. 

Figure 28 shows representative images of a nanolattice from material system (A) pre-and-post 

cyclic compression, which confirmed that no permanent deformation or cracking was introduced 
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as a consequence of cyclic compressions. No cells were present on this nanolattice to facilitate 

the visualization of possible flaws introduced by mechanical experiments. 

 
Figure 28: Pre-post cyclic compression nanolattice morphology. (a) SEM image of a 
nanolattice from material system (A) before cyclic compression. (b) Zoomed-in view of a node, 
which is the area that experiences the most stress during compression, before cyclic 
compression. (c) SEM image of the nanolattice shown in (a) after experiencing 50 rounds of 
cyclic loading. (d) Zoomed-in view of a node post cyclic compression showing no signs of 
mechanical failure. 
 
 
Loading condition 3: varying loading frequency cyclic experiments 

In order to probe the effects of loading frequency on cell response we cyclically loaded the 

nanolattices at frequencies which approximately corresponds to standing (~0.1Hz), slow walking 

(~1Hz) and running (~3Hz). For this loading condition we arbitrarily selected one material 

system (B), which allowed us to load the nanolattices to a constant maximum load of 4.5mN and 

minimum load of 0.5mN while varying loading frequency. 

Figure 29 shows a few loading-unloading cycles for all loading frequencies that were tested. At 

lower loading frequencies, 0.1Hz and 1Hz, a high degree of repeatability with respect to 
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maximum/minimum load and loading frequency across cycles was observed (Figure 29 (a), (b)). 

A lower degree of repeatability across cycles was observed at a frequency of ~3Hz which caused 

deviations from the prescribed maximum/minimum load of ±0.5mN. This deviation was likely 

caused by the instrument’s inertial forces that could not be properly controlled at such a loading 

frequency (figure 29 (c)). 

 

Figure 29: Varying loading frequency cyclic compressions. Only material system (B) was 
utilized for this loading condition. A maximum load of 4.5mN and minimum load of 0.5mN 
were kept constant across the three different loading frequencies that were tested. Figure 29 
shows representative load time curves taken from cyclically compressing the nanolattices at a 
loading frequency of ~0.1Hz (a), ~1Hz  (b) and ~3Hz (c). 
 
 

4.3.3. Cell Response: F-actin and Vinculin Distribution 

SAOS-2 cells were cultured on the nanolattices and subjected to mechanical stimulation to 

determine the effects of the three different loading conditions that were tested on the formation 

of stress fibers and focal adhesions by the cells. The cell culture conditions were kept identical 

for all loading conditions: SAOS-2 cells were seeded on the nanolattices and they were allowed 

to proliferate in growth media for 12 days after which they were switched to mineralization 

media for 3 days. After 1 day in mineralization media, mechanical stimulation was performed for 
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2 consecutive days.  

A few hours (~6hrs) after the last set of mechanical compressions, the cells were fixed and actin 

fibers (f-actin) were stained with phalloidin (red) while focal adhesions were stained with anti-

vinculin antibodies (green). 

Loading condition 1: constant load, constant loading frequency, different strain 

Figure 30 shows the results of the fluorescence experiments for loading condition (1). A 

schematic representation of each individual material system is placed directly above the image 

that was generated via fluorescence microscopy for that specific material system (figure 30 (a), 

(b)). F-actin and vinculin fluorescence intensity was normalized by the most compliant material 

system (A). Fig. 30 (c) reveals the presence of 2 clear trends in stress fibers formation. The cells 

that were grown on the control samples, which were comprised of nanolattices that were not 

mechanically compressed, showed the presence of ~30% more f-actin on the most compliant 

nanolattice (A) compared to the other material systems (B-D). Nanolattice (B) had ~10% more f-

actin compared to the other material systems ((C), (D)) which displayed similar levels of relative 

maximum intensity of f-actin. These results showed agreement with those predicted by the model 

presented in section 3.4.  

On the other hand, the cells that were grown on the nanolattices which were cyclically 

compressed showed a different trend: material systems (B), (C) and (D) displayed an increase in 

f-actin fluorescence intensity compared to the control sample by ~45%, ~50% and 40% 

respectively, which led to an apparent homogenization of the actin fluorescence intensity signal 

across material systems. 
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Figure 30 (b) shows representative fluorescence images of focal adhesions which were formed 

by cells that were cyclically compressed. No distinct trend was evident from plotting vinculin 

expression as a function of mechanical compression conditions as shown in figure 30 (d). 

 

 

Figure 30: Fluorescence microscopy after constant load cyclic compressions. (a) Z-stack 
projections of confocal images of SAOS-2 which were grown on the nanolattices and cyclically 
compressed 320 times over 48 hours to the same load (0.6mN) showing actin filaments stained 
with Phalloidin. (b) Focal adhesions stained with anti-vinculin antibodies; the material system is 
represented by the schematic circle on top of the corresponding nanolattice. Relative amounts of 
f-actin (c) and focal adhesions (d) as a function of nanolattice stiffness. The data points in red (c) 
and green (d) represent the results from the nanolattices that were cyclically compressed. The 
data points in blue represent the control samples that were not compressed. Fluorescence data 
was normalized by the intensity of the most compliant material system (A). Horizontal error bars 
represent standard deviation in nanolattice elastic moduli and vertical error bars represent 
standard error in fluorescence measurements.   

 

The high density of cells and other materials on the nanoscaffolds rendered it difficult to quantify 

the number of cells on the scaffolds using such methods as cell membrane staining. Fluorescent 
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staining of genomic DNA, which was done using DAPI, wasn't successful as a result of non-

specific staining. 

In order to gather more detailed data on cellular behavior, we considered traditional biological 

assays, such as immunoblotting to extract quantitative information about up/down-regulation of 

osteoblasts’ specific genes as a function of loading conditions. The number of cells that grew on 

a single nanolattice was low, on the order of ~130 (this number is based on an approximation 

given by the number of unit cells present in the nanolattice), which is three orders of magnitude 

lower than what is necessary for such analysis.  In addition to the few cells available for analysis, 

the very small footprint area of the nanolattices, which was ~0.16% of the total area of the chip 

precluded selective extraction of cells grown on the nanolattices vs. those grown on the 

surrounding 2D substrate. 

 
Loading condition 2: constant load, constant loading frequency, different strain 

We isolated the role that loading magnitude plays in stress fibers and focal adhesions formation 

by loading the nanolattices to a constant maximum strain at a fixed frequency, ~1Hz, which led 

the most compliant material system (A) to experience a maximum load of ~0.6mN while the 

stiffest material system (D) experienced a maximum load of ~21mN. We employed fluorescence 

microscopy to monitor the concentration of stress fibers and focal adhesions. SAOS-2 cells were 

cultured on the nanolattices and four samples were subjected to mechanical stimulation while 4 

samples, which were not cyclically compressed, served as control. 

Figure 31 (a) shows representative images of actin fluorescence intensity which was recovered 

from each material system after cyclic compression. F-actin distribution appeared to be uniform 

across each nanolattice along all planar directions which suggests isotropic attachment of cells 
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onto the nanolattices. Quantification of the actin intensity signal revealed a similar trend for the 

cyclically compressed and the uncompressed, i.e. the control samples (figure 31(b)). The control 

samples revealed that SAOS-2 cells that were grown on the most compliant nanolattice (A) 

displayed ~20% more fluorescence signal than those that were grown on material system (B), 

which exhibited ~20%  more f-actin than material system (C). Material system (C) revealed 

~20% more actin signal than material system (D).  The nanolattices that were cyclically 

compressed revealed an identical trend. Material system (A) displayed the largest fluorescence 

intensity signal, which was ~10% larger than that of material system (B). Material system (B) 

revealed ~15% higher fluorescent signal than material system (C), which displayed ~15% more 

actin fluorescence than material system (D). 

Focal adhesions, which were stained green, didn’t display an evident trend. Figure 31 (C) shows 

representative fluorescence images from all nanolattices. Quantification of the  fluorescent signal 

revealed a quite constant amount of the focal adhesions across material systems regardless of 

presence or absence of mechanical stimulation (Figure 31 (d)). 
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Figure 31: Fluorescence microscopy after constant displacement cyclic compressions. (a) Z-
stack projections of confocal images of SAOS-2 which were grown on the nanolattices and 
cyclically compressed 320 times over 48 hours to the same load (0.6mN) showing actin 
filaments stained with Phalloidin. (b) Focal adhesions stained with anti-vinculin antibodies; the 
material system is represented by the schematic circle on top of the corresponding nanolattice. 
Relative amounts of f-actin (c) and focal adhesions (d) as a function of nanolattice stiffness. The 
data points in red (c) and green (d) represent the results from the nanolattices that were cyclically 
compressed. The data points in blue represent the control samples that were not compressed. 
Fluorescence data was normalized by the intensity of the most compliant material system (A). 
Horizontal error bars represent standard deviation in nanolattice elastic moduli and vertical error 
bars represent standard error in fluorescence measurements.   

 
Loading condition 3: single material system, constant load, varying loading frequencies 

Fluorescence microscopy revealed a dependency of f-actin and vinculin concentration on loading 

frequency. The amount of stress fibers (figure 31 (a), (c)) increased as a function of loading 

frequency. Cells that were grown on the nanolattices that were not compressed revealed the least 

amount of fluorescence intensity. Those cells that were grown on nanolattices that were 

cyclically compressed at a frequency of 0.1Hz showed a relative f-actin signal increase by ~20% 
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compared to the control, i.e. the nanolattice that was not compressed. Higher loading frequencies 

led to a further increase in f-actin fluorescence. Those cells that were grown on the nanolattices 

that were compressed at a loading frequency of 1Hz exhibited an increase in f-actin fluorescence 

of ~30% compared to the control and the cells that were compressed at a loading frequency of 

~3Hz revealed the largest increased in f-actin, ~50%, compared to the control (figure 31 (c)).  

Vinculin fluorescence revealed a similar trend: increasing loading frequency generally caused an 

increase in vinculin fluorescence intensity (figure 31 (b), (d)). Loading the nanolattices at the 

frequency of 0.1Hz, 1Hz and 3Hz led to an increase in vinculin signal by 20%, 50% and 60% 

respectively compared to the control as shown in figure 31 (d). To quantify the relative amount 

of fluorescence as a function of loading frequency, fluorescence data from each individual chip 

was normalized by the fluorescence intensity of the control. A total of 4 chips were used to 

determine error for loading condition 3. 

 

 
 
Figure 32: Relative actin and vinculin fluorescence intensity as a function of loading 
frequency. All nanolattices that were used for this loading condition were taken from material 
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system (B). (a) Z-stack projections of confocal images of SAOS-2 which were grown on the 
nanolattices and stained for actin filaments with Phalloidin. One nanolattice per sample was not 
compressed and functioned as control. The other nanolattices were cyclically compressed 320 
times over 48 hours at the loading frequencies shown on top of the confocal image. (b) Z-stack 
projections of focal adhesions stained with anti-vinculin antibodies. (c) Relative fluorescence 
intensity of stress fibers as a function of loading frequency. The points in red represent the 
results from the nanolattices that were cyclically compressed at different loading frequencies. 
The point in blue represents the control (not compressed). (d) Relative fluorescence intensity of 
focal adhesions of cells grown on the nanolattices which were compressed at different loading 
frequencies. The green data points were obtained from the nanolattices that were cyclically 
compressed. The blue point represents the control. Fluorescence data was normalized by the 
nanolattice that was not compressed (control). Horizontal error bars represent standard deviation 
in nanolattice elastic moduli and vertical error bars represent standard error in fluorescence 
measurements.   

 

4.4. Discussion 

 
Osteopenia is a disease characterized by a decreased amount of bone density and by 

abnormalities in the architectural organization of bone structures that lead to bone tissue 

weakening and increased susceptibility to fractures140. Osteopenia mainly occurs in the ageing 

population, in astronauts, and in patients who have received bone implants. As a result of the 

large number of people affected by osteopenia and the lack of a permanent cure, osteopenia is 

widely viewed as a major public health concern and has enormous costs associated with it. 

Currently, a variety of drugs, such as bisphosphonates, teriparatides, and monoclonal antibodies, 

are being used to slow down the progress of osteopenia, however, these drugs often have side 

effects and are not efficient in inducing the native bone cells to deposit more mineral material141,142. 

Research into the root physical causes of osteopenia has been done for over 6 decades and it has 

shown that at the macroscale, mechanical stimulation of bone leads to tissue remodeling and 

increased mineral deposition, yet the source of such disease is still unknown131,138,143,144.  By using 3D 
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nano-architected scaffolds with features size on the same order of cellular components, a few 

microns, we aimed to clarify which mechanical stimuli osteoblasts are most sensitive to. 

4.4.1. Mechanical Characterization: Monotonic Uniaxial Compression 

We employed nanolattices with a tetrakaidecahedral geometry, a fairly constant low relative 

density, ~0.14-0.36%, and a structural stiffness spanning from ~0.7-35MPa, which was achieved 

by fabricating hollow Ti/TiO2 nanolattices. The mechanical behavior of the nanolattices was 

analyzed via quasi-static uniaxial compression experiments, which revealed two distinct 

deformation behaviors: catastrophic brittle failure exhibited by the stiffer material systems (B), 

(C) and (D), and a combination of localized brittle fracture and ductile-like layer-by-layer 

collapse exhibited by the most compliant material system, (A) (figure 25). A toe region caused 

by imperfections in the experimental setup was present in all compression experiments as 

detailed. 

Following the toe region, nanolattices made from material system (A) (hollow TiO2 with 18nm 

wall thickness) exhibited linear elastic loading up to ~4% strain and a stress of ~12kPa followed 

by discrete strain bursts that corresponded to localized brittle failure events, which led to 

unrecoverable structural damage. The first strain burst exhibited the largest magnitude, ~15% 

strain, which was caused by greater elastic strain energy stored in the tube walls upon initial 

loading. The subsequent strain bursts, which occurred at lower stresses exhibited a smaller 

magnitude, on the order of ~5% strain which follows from less strain energy being accumulated 

in the structure. We postulate that the reason behind this layer-by-layer collapse behavior lies in 

the shell-thickness-to-beam-radius (t/R) ratio for material system (A), which was 0.02. 

Literature49,117,119 has shown that when (t/R) < 0.03, the global deformation of the nanolattice is 
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accompanied by localized wrinkling of the tube walls which causes mechanical failure to occur 

as a combination of shell buckling and localized brittle fracture of the tube walls. 

Material system (B), (C) and (D) displayed (t/R) > 0.03, which was shown to cause global brittle 

fracture at stresses lower than those required for the onset of shell buckling mechanisms. 

Material system (B) (hollow TiO2 with 50nm wall thickness, t/R = 0.055), material system (C) 

(hollow TiO2 with 100nm wall thickness, t/R = 0.11) and material system (D) (hollow TiO2 with 

160nm Ti - 100nm TiO2 wall thickness, t/R = 0.28) displayed a similar deformation behavior: 

following the initial toe region, the nanolattices experienced linear-elastic loading up to a strain 

equal to ~7% for material system (B), ~6% for material system (C) and ~5% for material system 

(D). We suspect that the large tensile stresses generated in the structure due to beam bending 

gave rise to high hoop stresses in the outer TiO2 shell at the nodal connections of the nanolattice, 

which led to brittle fracture118,119. Global brittle failure occurred at a compressive stress of ~0.19 

MPa for material system (B), at ~0.69 MPa for material system (C) and at ~1.1 MPa for material 

system (D). The large amount of strain energy stored in the nanolattice right before global failure 

appeared to be larger than the amount of energy that the units cells, which remained intact, could 

absorb leading to a complete structural collapse. 

 

4.4.2. Mechanical Characterization: Cyclic Uniaxial Compression Experiments 

 
Loading condition 1: constant load, constant loading frequency, different strain 

 

After growing SAOS-2 cells on the nanolattices for 12 days in growth media and 1 day in 

mineralization media, cyclic compressions were performed for 2 days before cell fixation and 

staining were carried out. To ensure cell survival during the mechanical stimulation, which was 
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done outside an incubator, a square trench into was etched into the Si substrate. The trench 

contained the nanolattices with the cells grown on them and served as a reservoir of nutrients 

during cyclic compressions (figure 24).  

Each material system was subjected to 160 loading-unloading cycles per day and the cyclic 

experiments were repeated for 2 days. It is evident from figure 26 (a) that the first cycle differed 

slightly from all other loading-unloading cycles. This deviation was likely caused by the indenter 

tip flattening the unit cells positioned along the edges of the nanolattice which tend to be initially 

bowed upwards. All other cycles revealed no virtual differences in the loading-unloading path, 

which suggests full nanolattice recoverability within the stress window that was tested. The small 

hysteresis shown in figure 26 (a) was likely caused by: (1) frictional forces that developed 

between the indenter tip and the top surface of the nanolattice; (2) thermal drift, which could not 

be lowered below ~10nm/s due to experimental constraints. 

We measured the structural stiffness of the nanolattices from 20 loading and unloading slopes of 

the cyclic experiments and observed a discrepancy between the structural modulus measured 

from the monotonic experiments to failure and that from cyclic loading to 0.6mN for all material 

systems but the most compliant one (A). The apparent reduction in E* that we observed for 

loading condition 1 was calculated to be ~50% for material system (B) and ~65% for material 

system (C) and (D). This phenomenon was caused by the extent of the toe region which appeared 

to be dependent of the nanolattice structural stiffness.  

The stiffer material systems (B), (C) and (D) exhibited a toe region that extended above the 

maximum load (0.6mN), leading to incomplete contact between the indenter tip and the 

nanolattice. Separate experiments that were carried out in our group, which showed that 
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nanolattice structural stiffness remains relatively constant with respect to the number of unit cells 

it is comprised of (figure 33) allowed us to estimate the effective contact area between the 

indenter tip and the nanolattices according to eq. 11: 

																																																																		𝐴fgg =
𝐻
𝐸∗

𝑑𝐹
𝑑𝐻

																																																															(11) 

where Aeff is the effective contact area, H is the nanolattice initial height, E* is the nanolattice 

structural stiffness measured from monotonic uniaxial compression to failure and dF/dH is the 

load displacement data collected by the nanoindenter. The estimated effective area for material 

system (B) was about 50% of the total footprint area and Aeff for material system (C) and (D) was 

~35% of the total nanolattice area. As a consequence of the inability to fully engage the stiffer 

nanolattices, the strain magnitudes that were reported for material system (B), (C) and (D) are an 

overestimation of the actual strains experienced by these material systems. Consequently, we 

argue that the cells grown on such material systems experienced smaller strains than the ones 

expected from the data that we collected. Since the effective contact area was larger for material 

system (B) compared to that of material system (C) and (D), we expect the strain data to be more 

accurate for material system (B) compared to that of material system (C) and (D). In light of this 

analysis, we think that the trend observed in figure 26, which shows that εΑ > εB > εC > εD was 

preserved and was likely larger than the one measured experimentally. 
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Figure 33: Nanolattice structural modulus as a function of the number of unit cells. 
Experiments and simulations performed in our group show that the modulus of the 
tetrakaidecahedron nanolattice remains relatively constant regardless the number of unit cells 
and layers that the nanolattice is composed of. (Figure courtesy of Carlos G. Portela) 

 

Figure 26 (c) shows the presence of a non-linear region in the displacement-time curves of all 

material systems. This non-linearity resulted from intrinsic limitations of the nanoindenter’s 

control system: at a loading frequency of ~1Hz the system’s inertial forces caused a delay 

between the end of the loading and unloading segments which manifested itself in the residual 

displacement shown in figure 26 (c).  

Figure 32 shows a zoomed-in view of the delay between the end of the loading segment and the 

end of the loading displacement segment. The loading rate (cyan) was overlapped to the 

displacement rate (orange) in order to show that the loading rate remained constant up to the 

loading peak (0.6mN) after which we observed a non-linearity in the form of a shallow decay 
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lasting ~200ms, the necessary time for the instrument to reverse the loading direction. This decay 

caused the non-linear behavior observed in the displacement-time curve (figure 26 (c)), which 

also lasted for ~200ms. We hypothesize that this non-linearity is a consequence of the inertial 

forces of the system. 

 

Figure 34: controller’s response to cyclic loading. The Load-Time data (cyan) was overlapped 
to the Displacement-Time data (orange) for a given cyclic compression which revealed a delay 
of ~200ms between loading and unloading segments. 

 

Loading condition 2: constant load, constant loading frequency, different strain 

In order to probe whether osteoblasts are sensitive to different peak loads, we seeded SAOS-2 

cells on the nanolattices for 12 days in growth media and 1 day in mineralization media before 

performing cyclic compressions for 2 days. By fixing the peak strain at ~2%, we were able to 

load all nanolattices past their toe region, which ensured full contact between the nanolattice and 

the indenter tip. Structural stiffness values measured from cyclic experiments were virtually 

identical to those measured from quasi-static experiments, which further confirmed full contact 
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between the nanolattices and the indenter tip. 

Figure 27 (a) shows that loading/unloading cycles were nearly self-similar, showing evidence of 

full recoverability of the structure within the prescribed strain. The small hysteresis loop shown 

in Figure 27 (a) had a magnitude of ~100nm and was most likely caused by thermal drift and by 

friction between the lattice and the indenter tip.  

Figure 27 (b) reveals that a broad range of peak loads spanning more than one order of 

magnitude were reached during these experiments, while the net displacement per cycle across 

material systems was kept relatively constant as shown in figure 27 (c). The most compliant 

nanolattices (A), were cyclically loaded to a maximum load of 0.65mN, which represented ~80% 

of the failure load for this material system. In order to reach a maximum strain of ~2%, material 

system (B) was loaded up to 5mN, which is 70% of its failure load; material system (C) was 

loaded up to 16mN, which is 66% of its failure load and material system (D) was loaded up to 

21mN, which is 54% of its failure load.  

Figure 27 (c) shows that a similar net displacement of ~1μm was experienced by all material 

systems and that the non-linear region caused by the system’s inertial forces was also present and 

virtually identical across material systems, which were all loaded at ~1Hz. 

 

Loading condition 3: single material system, constant load, varying loading frequencies 

The effects of varying the loading frequency on stress fibers and focal adhesion formation were 

isolated by selecting a single material system (B), which allowed for locking the maximum load 

(4.5mN) and displacement (~1μm) across the frequency range to be studied. Material system (B) 

was chosen as the best candidate for this loading condition because full contact could be 
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established at a relatively low maximum load, which is less likely to cause damage to the cells 

that were grown on the nanolattices. Three loading frequencies were deemed adequate for this 

study: 0.1Hz which qualitatively resembles the loading frequency of passive standing; 1Hz 

which was used to simulate a slow walking condition and finally 3Hz, which reproduced a 

loading frequency similar to that caused by a slow running condition. 

 The linearity shown in the load vs.  time curves shown in figure 29 reveals that the loading rate 

could be maintained constant for all loading frequencies which also suggests that the nanolattices 

were loaded within the linear elastic region. Cyclic repeatability was remarkable for slower 

loading frequencies (0.1Hz, 1Hz) while instrument instabilities caused slight variations for the 

faster cyclic compressions, which were performed at ~3Hz. 

 

4.4.3. Cell Response: F-actin and Vinculin Distribution 

Mechanical stimuli, which are ever-present between cells and their surroundings, have become 

increasingly recognized as major regulators of cell behavior and tissue structural organization 120,145–

147. Mechanotransduction is the process by which cells are able to sense and translate these forces 

into cellular signaling, which ultimately guides cell migration, matrix assembly, and tissue 

organization31. In addition to sensing passive mechanical cues, such as the stiffness of the 

surrounding matrix, tissues commonly experience a variety of active loads, such as in the case of 

bone, which has been shown to initiate tissue remodeling148 . 

The first link between bone adaptation and mechanical stimuli comes from a theory developed 

over 100 years ago by Wolff and Roux who proposed a mathematical model that linked the 

thickness and number of trabeculae to the quantitative distribution of mechanical stresses in 
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bone149,150. A large number of experiments performed over the last 30 years demonstrated that bone 

mass and architecture continuously adjust to the changing mechanical environment, thus 

confirming Wolff’ s law of bone remodeling17,104,104. These experiments also revealed that bone 

adaptation is driven by dynamic, rather than static, loading and that a short duration of 

mechanical loading is sufficient to initiate an adaptive response17,139,144,151,152 . More recently, 

experiments have confirmed that the number of loading cycles and loading frequency are 

important determinants of bone adaptation, however whether osteoblasts are more sensitive to 

changes in load or displacements is still debated132. Attempts to answer this open question were 

made by stretching osteoblasts that were cultured on 2D polymeric matrices. Literature has 

shown that there are clear differences in how forces are experienced by cells in 2D versus 3D 

environments. Strain fields in 2D contexts are smooth and homogeneous, and cell deformation 

occurs in a predictable manner. In-vivo environments, on the other hand, are 3D and structurally 

heterogeneous which lead to a much more complex and less predictable strain states12,153,154.  

To mimic more realistic in-vivo microenvironments, we fabricated 3D nanoarchitected materials 

with different structural stiffness that allowed us to isolate the role that stress, strain and loading 

frequency play on the cell’s stress fibers (f-actin) and focal adhesions (vinculin) formation, 

which represents a major indicator of the events involved in mechanotrasduction31. 

 

Those samples that were not mechanically stimulated revealed that substrate stiffness contributed 

to modulating stress fibers concentration in SAOS-2 cells. The most compliant nanolattice (A) 

exhibited ~20% more f-actin fluorescence intensity than material system (B), ~35% more than 

material system (C) and ~50% more than the stiffest nanolattice (D). These results support the 

findings that were detailed in chapter 3 therefore confirming the critical role that nanolattice 
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structural stiffness plays on stress fibers formation in osteoblasts-like cells.  

The application of cyclic loading to the nanolattices led to a cellular response that was different 

from that of the uncompressed samples, confirming that mechanical stimulation affects bone cell 

behavior. By fixing the loading frequency (1Hz) and maximum load (0.65mN) the nanolattices 

experienced different amounts of maximum strains ranging from 0.44% (material system D) to 

0.81% (material system A). This loading condition didn’t produce an evident trend in cellular 

response. All cells regardless of the material system where they were grown on exhibited an 

increase in f-actin fluorescence signal of ~45% suggesting that net strain magnitude might not 

directly cause an increase in f-actin formation. 

Similarly, keeping the loading frequency (1Hz) and maximum nanolattice strain (~2%) constant 

caused the material systems to experience different amounts of load ranging from 0.6mN 

(material system A) to 22mN (material system D). This loading condition triggered a 

homogeneous cellular response which led to a similar increase in f-actin fluorescence (~20%) 

signal across material systems.  Varying maximum loading also didn’t appear to cause an evident 

trend in f-actin formation. 

Loading condition 3 where the loading frequency was allowed to change while the maximum 

load and displacement were kept constant at ~4.5mN and ~1μm respectively, exhibited a clear 

trend: increasing loading frequency led to an increase in f-actin fluorescence signal. In order to 

fix load and displacement, one material system, which was arbitrarily chosen, was used for this 

loading condition. The control sample, which was not compressed functioned as control and 

exhibited the least amount of fluorescence signal. The cells grown on the nanolattices that were 

compressed at a loading frequency of 0.1Hz revealed ~20% more fluorescence intensity than the 

control sample. When the loading frequency was increased to 1Hz, which mimics the loading 
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frequency experienced by natural bone when walking, the f-actin intensity increased by ~30% 

compared to the control. The highest amount of f-actin fluorescence intensity was observed when 

the nanolattices were compressed at a loading frequency of ~3Hz, which is approximately the 

same loading frequency experienced by bone while running. 

The vinculin staining revealed a similar behavior: focal adhesion fluorescence exhibited an 

evident trend only when loading frequency was changed. Vinculin fluorescence intensity 

appeared to be quite constant across material systems for the control samples and for the constant 

load/displacement loading conditions. Conversely isolating the loading frequency effects by 

fixing maximum load and displacement revealed a gradual increase in focal adhesion 

fluorescence signal as the loading frequency was increased from 0.1Hz to 3Hz.  

This study confirms that f-actin remodeling is affected by both the structural stiffness of the 

nanolattice and by the mechanical stimulation that the scaffold is subjected to. Competing factors 

that affect stress fibers formation appear to be scaffold’s structural modulus, load magnitude, 

strain magnitude and loading frequency. 

 For all loading conditions the nanolattices that were mechanically stimulated induced an 

increased cellular response compared to the nanolattices that were not cyclically compressed 

suggesting that mechanical stimulation might play a more prominent role in stress fibers 

remodeling than that played by the scaffold’s structural stiffness alone.  

After mechanical stimulation the difference in fluorescence intensity across material systems 

with different moduli decreased by more than 20% compared to the control samples, supporting 

the hypothesis that cyclic compression may be a stronger determinant than structural stiffness 

with regards to f-actin formation.  
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Among the different mechanical stimuli loading frequency appeared to have the largest effect as 

indicated by figure 32. While varying maximum load or displacement didn’t produce a 

detectable trend in f-actin fluorescence signal, increasing loading frequency from 0 to 3Hz 

caused a 50% increase in stress fibers formation, suggesting that osteoblasts might be most 

sensitive to loading frequency changes. 

 

4.5. Concluding Remarks 

We used TPL to fabricate three-dimensional hollow TiO2 nanolattices whose strut dimensions 

were on the same order as osteoblasts’ focal adhesions (~2μm) and pore sizes of 25μm. We 

varied the nanolattices structural stiffness by changing the shell thickness from 18nm to 100nm. 

Nanomechanical experiments on each type of nanolattice revealed their stiffnesses to range from 

~0.7MPa to 35MPa.  Osteoblast-like SAOS-2 cells were seeded on each type of nanolattice, and 

their mechanosensitive response was explored by cyclically compressing the nanolattices under 3 

different loading conditions: constant load, constant strain, varying loading frequency. 

The cellular response was tracked via fluorescence microscopy by staining for intracellular f-

actin and vinculin concentration after 2 days of mechanical stimulation. 

These experiments revealed that stress fibers formation was enhanced after cyclically 

compressing the nanolattices across material systems and that increasing loading frequency 

provoked the most drastic changes in f-actin and vinculin fluorescence intensity.  

 These findings have significant implications for understanding the role that external mechanical 

cues play in cytoskeletal reorganization which could lead to a deeper understanding of the 

mechanisms underlying osteopenia. 
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Chapter 5.  Mechanically Tunable Force Sensors for Measuring Cell Forces in 
Three-Dimensions 

 
This chapter details the design, fabrication challenges and characterization of a three-

dimensional capacitor with tunable electro-mechanical properties. Rather than integrating the 

capacitive plates with a traditional flexible diaphragm, we combined well-established semi-

conductor fabrication techniques with two-photon lithography to sandwich an insulating 

nanolattice in between two conductive parallel plates. Our novel design allowed us to fabricate a 

tunable 3D parallel-plate capacitor with a basal capacitance (C0) of 0.3pF which was able to 

sense forces down to ~30μN. The nanolattice was made from polymeric tetrakaidecahedral unit 

cells with a pore size (U) of 30μm, which were tessellated in space to form a lattice with lateral 

dimensions of 900 x 900μm and a basal height of 23μm. By taking advantage of the structural 

flexibility of the nanolattices with regards to porosity, stiffness and strength such capacitors can 

be tailored to sense forces at the cellular level to offer insights into cell mechanics during early 

tissue formation. 

 
5.1 Chapter Summary 
 
 
The advent of tissue engineering ~30 years ago revolutionized the study of cell mechanics99. 

Understanding the underlying principles of cell assembly is paramount to create artificial organs. 

Cell mechanics plays a crucial role in determining how cells arrange themselves in space. 

Literature has shown that forces exerted by cells on their environments are key in maintaining 

the normal architecture and function of tissues; disruption of these mechanical cues leads to 
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disease110. In order to characterize the mechanical properties of cells and the magnitude of the 

forces that they sense and exert on their surroundings, several techniques have been developed. 

Two types of probing tools are currently available110: 

(1) Devices that apply a force to the cell and track the cell’s response to this stimulus. Examples 

of tools in this category are: atomic force microscopy (AFM) which uses a cantilever beam with 

an atomically sharp tip at its free end to probe cellular structures; optical tweezers, which use a 

highly focused infrared laser to exert pico-Newton forces to the cell by taking advantage of the 

refractive index mismatch between the media and the cell; magnetic tweezers which adopt 

ferromagnetic particles to transmit forces to the cell. 

(2) Devices that can only sense the forces developed by the cell via structures that undergo 

measureable deformations. Examples of tools belonging to this category include traction force 

microscopy, which employs fluorescent beads that are incorporated in a matrix onto which cells 

exert traction forces. By tracking the beads’ displacement field, cellular forces can be calculated.  

Micropillar arrays employ an array of vertically aligned cantilevers that deflect as a function of 

the force magnitude that the cells exert on them. By measuring the pillars’ deflection, cellular 

forces can be extracted. Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices take advantage of 

capacitive sensing by using thin membranes that undergo very small deflections caused by the 

applied cellular forces. These forces are then transduced into detectable capacitance changes. 

These instruments have played a crucial role in advancing the field of cell mechanics, however 

they suffer from several limitations. Most of these currently available tools require an active 

probing device and a separate sensing device, which increase the complexity and costs of the 

apparatus. Moreover, the number of cells that can be studied simultaneously using these devices 
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is limited to only a few, hindering the investigation of the mechanical interaction of large groups 

of cells, which are commonly found in early tissue formation. To the best of our knowledge, all 

current devices measure cellular activity in 2D, however native organs are inherently three-

dimensional with cell mechanics shown to be remarkably different from 2D, which calls for the 

development of force sensors that are able to interrogate cell interactions in 3D29,123,155. 

Studies have shown that 3D architected materials offer useful platforms to investigate cell 

behavior. In chapters 3 and 4, we have shown that osteoblast activity, specifically their stress 

fibers concentration, which is directly related to cellular forces, is affected by the stiffness and 

loading conditions of the scaffolds. However, several questions remain unanswered: 

(1) Do osteoblasts feel the mechanical properties of the individual beams, the unit cell or of the 

full nanolattice? 

(2) How does the magnitude of cellular forces on 3D substrate compare to that on 2D substrates? 

(3) Does the magnitude of these forces change as a function of externally applied stresses? 

In order to answer these questions, we developed a 3D tunable micro-capacitor that is able to 

actively engage multiple cells by applying and sensing forces spanning three orders of 

magnitude, ~30μN-10mΝ. We took inspiration from 2D capacitive sensing devices and 

substituted the classic dielectric thin film with an insulating nanolattice, which provides 

increased sensing flexibility and an adequate environment for cells to grow and mechanically 

interact. We fabricated a device that consists of one electrode placed on a fixed substrate and the 

other placed on top of a nanolattice. We combined traditional semiconductor fabrication 

techniques, such as photolithography, thin film deposition and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) 
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with two-photon lithography (TPL), which enabled us to incorporate arbitrary 3D geometries on 

a pre-patterned substrate. The forces exerted by the cells grown on the 3D architected dielectric 

cause a change in the distance between the top and bottom plates giving rise to a capacitance 

change, which can be used to resolve cellular forces in 3D.  

5.2. Sensor Design 

Capacitance is the ability to store electrical charge, upon the application of a voltage V, on two 

parallel metal plates separated by a distance L. The resulting electric charge remains on the plates 

even when the voltage is removed. Traditionally an insulating solid material with a dielectric 

constant K higher than of air is inserted in between the metal plates to increase the overall 

capacitance of the device, which can be calculated via the following equation: 

																																																																																	𝐶X = 𝐾𝜀
𝐴X
𝐿X
																																																																	 12  

where C0 is the basal capacitance, K is the dielectric constant of the material inserted between the 

metal plates, ε is the permittivity of free space that is equal to 8.8542 × 10−12 C2N−1m−1, A0 is the 

initial overlapping area between the top and bottom plates and L0 is the initial distance between 

the top and bottom plates. By using two-photon lithography we were able to substitute the solid 

dielectric material, separating the two plates, with an architected material with tunable 

mechanical properties. 

As a consequence of the porous nature of architected materials, the two plates of the capacitor 

are in contact with both air and the polymeric material (Ip-Dip Nanoscribe GmbH) from which 

the nanolattice is made, effectively creating a situation equivalent to two capacitors connected in 
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parallel. The net basal capacitance of the fabricated capacitor can then be estimated using the 

following equation: 

																																											𝐶Ot = 𝐶uni + 𝐶njv =
𝜀
𝐿X

𝐾uni𝐴uni + 𝐾njv𝐴njv 																																								(13) 

where CT0 is the total basal capacitance of the fabricated 3D capacitor, Clat is the capacitance due 

to the lattice being in contact with the metal plates, Cair is the capacitance due to the plate area 

being in contact with air, Klat is the dielectric constant of IP-Dip which is ~3, Kair is the dielectric 

constant of air which is 1, Alat is the footprint area of the lattice on the metal plate and Aair is the 

contact area between the metal plate and air. For the final device L0 was fixed at 23μm and A0, 

which is the sum of Aair  and Alat was kept constant at 0.57mm2. According to eq. (13) the total basal 

capacitance of the fabricated nanolattice was calculated to be 286fF. 

By introducing a nanolattice in place of a thin film solid dielectric, we were able to fabricate a 

variable distance capacitive displacement sensor whose sensitivity is given by the following 

equation: 

																																																								
𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝐿

= −
𝜀
𝐿)

𝐾uni𝐴uni + 𝐾njv𝐴njv 																																																			(14) 

The effective distance between the plates L changes as a function of the forces that the cells 

apply, giving rise to a capacitance change which can be used to evaluate cellular forces. In order 

to tune the device initial capacitance CT0 and its sensitivity to forces exerted by cells, we varied 

the unit cell elevation angle θ (figure 32) from 30º to 45º and the beam radius R from 0.7μm to 

1μm. By varying θ and R we were able to fabricate porous dielectrics with structural stiffness E* 

values spanning from ~0.2-2MPa. The final device that was electrically tested displayed a 

structural stiffness of 0.57MPa. 
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Figure 35: Matlab-generated image of the tetrakaidecahedron unit cell design. (a) unit cell 
with an elevation angle (θ) of 30º. (b) Unit cell with an elevation angle (θ) of 37.5º. (c) Unit cell 
with an elevation angle (θ) of 45º. Varying the elevation angle allowed us to vary the mechanical 
properties and basal capacitance of the fabricated capacitor. 
 

5.3. Methods and Results  

Several challenges associated with integrating a 3D architected material in a parallel-plate 

capacitor led to the exploration of three different fabrication routes: 

5.3.1. Fabrication Route 1: the Traditional Approach 

A 300μm-thick SiO2 slide that served as the insulating substrate, was dehydrated at 115Cº for 5 

minutes and subsequently spin-coated with a negative photoresist AZ nLOF2020 which was 

exposed for 12 seconds in soft contact mode using a Karl-Suss Microtech MA6 aligner with a 

power density of 15mW cm-2. After a post-exposure bake (PEB) of 45 seconds at 110Cº the 

sample was developed in MF319 for 2.5 minutes at room temperature. 20nm of Ti and 80nm of 

Au were evaporated in a Kurt J. Lesker Lab Line at a rate of 1Å/s and a first lift-off procedure of 

the photoresist was carried out in PG remover at 60Cº, revealing the bottom fixed plate of the 

capacitor and the electrical contacts (figure 33 (a)).  

TPL direct laser writing (Nanoscribe GmbH) was used to fabricate a nanolattice which included 
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the top plate of the capacitor and a slanted bridge that was necessary to ensure electrical 

continuity between the top plate of the capacitor and the bottom electrical contact as shown in 

figure 33 (b). 

Photoresist nLOF2020 was used a second time to mask the area surrounding the nanolattice. For 

this step, a maximum spinning speed of 1000rpm could be achieved in order to avoid 

nanolattice/bridge collapse. Karl-Suss	Microtech	MA6	was	used	in	proximity	mode	with	a	gap	

distance	 of	 50μm	 and	 exposure	 time	 was	 set	 for	 10	 seconds	 to	 induce	 photoresist	

crosslinking.	Following	PEB	at	105Cº for 45 seconds we developed the pattern in MF319 for 5 

minutes to ensure complete removal of the photoresist that resided within the nanolattice (figure 

33 (c)). A 50nm-thick Au film was deposited at 1Å/s using a Kurt J. Lesker Lab Line e-beam 

evaporator, which effectively metallized the top plate and the bridge of the capacitor. In order to 

release our device, a second lift-off process was carried out in PG remover at 60Cº.  This last 

step led to failure of fabrication route 1. Multiple iterations of the lift-off conditions were carried 

out with no success. Figure 33 (d-g) shows that the failure was caused by multiple problems: 

figure 33 (d) shows warping of the top plate, which contributed to the detachment of the 

nanolattice from the substrate. Figure 33 (e) reveals substantial Au delamination from the 

polymeric nanolattice, which also contributed to device failure by breaking electrical continuity. 

Figure 33 (f) shows the presence of large amounts of photoresist left within the nanolattice, 

which were caused by the inability to precisely pattern the photoresist due to the large gap 

distance required by proximity exposure modality (figure 33 (g)). 
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Figure 36: SEM images of the steps involved in fabrication route 1 (a) SiO2 substrate (dark 
gray) with bottom Au-coated electrical contacts patterned on it.  (b) Nanolattice written on the 
bottom Au-coated capacitor plate. (c) Second photoresist spinning to reveal the nanolattice upper 
plate. (d) Nanolattice warping upon second lift off of the photoresist shown in (c). (e) Au 
delamination from the polymeric substrate following the second lift-off. (f) Presence of 
photoresist within the nanolattice after post lift-off. (g) Photoresist positive profile caused by 
proximity mode expose. 
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5.3.2. Fabrication Route 2: SiO2 Pre-Patterning 

Photoresist AZ nLOF2020 was spun on a SiO2 substrate and exposed following the same 

conditions detailed in section 5.3.1. A protective etch mask composed of a 300nm-thick layer of 

Cr was deposited in an e-beam evaporator (Temescal FC-1800) at a rate of 1.5Å/s. Removal of 

the photoresist upon evaporation was carried out by dipping the sample in warm (60Cº) PG 

remover for 10 minutes revealing the electrical contacts and the capacitor’s bottom plate (figure 

34 (a)). Substrate pre-patterning was achieved via SiO2 etching which was performed using an 

Oxford Systems Plasma Lab 100 ICPRIE. The etching conditions that were used are given in 

table IX. 

Table IX: SiO2 etch recipe used for fabrication route 2. 

 

 

The etch rate was determined experimentally by etching multiple substrates for multiple times 

and was determined to be 85nm per minute. The substrate was etched for 25 minutes to a depth 

of ~2μm (figure 34 (b)). The Cr mask revealed an erosion of ~4nm/min, this gives a selectivity 

of 20:1. Sidewalls undercut, which was essential for the success of this fabrication route, could 

not be achieved via dry plasma etching therefore the sample was dipped in buffered hydrofluoric 

acid (HF) for 10 minutes and agitation was applied. Figure 34 (c-d) reveal that HF wet etch was 

successful in yielding a small undercut which was measured to be ~200nm. 
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Following the etching process, 80nm of Au were evaporated following the same conditions given 

in section 5.3.1. Figure 34 (e) shows one of the pre-patterned (raised) electrical contacts after Au 

deposition; the high contrast of the SEM image between the Au (clear) vs SiO2 (dark) and the 

EDS map provided in (figure 34 (F)) reveal that the etching depth and the amount of undercut 

weren’t adequate to maintain electrical separation between the bottom substrate and the raised 

pattern leading to a short-circuited sample. The difficulties in achieving a depth larger than a few 

microns and the inability to control the etching profile precisely led to the failure of fabrication 

route 2. 

 

Figure 37: Steps involved in fabrication route 2: SiO2 pre-patterning. (a) Au-coated electrical 
contacts (orange arrows) and capacitor’s bottom plate (cyan arrow) are revealed following Au 
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deposition and photoresist lift-off. (b) SiO2 plasma etching following the recipe detailed in table 
IX reveals a positive profile incompatible for further processing. (c) SiO2 wet etch in buffered HF 
for ~10 minutes to introduce undercutting necessary for further processing. (d) Zoomed-in view 
of the undercut profile created via HF wet etching. (e) Post Au deposition image showing a small 
separation between the Au on the bottom substrate and that present on the raised contact. The 
light gray signal comes from Au. The dark gray signal comes from SiO2, which is highlighted by 
the black arrow. (F) EDS map of the undercut section of the sample showing possible sources of 
electrical continuity between the bottom substrate and the raised electrical contacts. Au is shown 
in yellow. SiO2 is shown in blue. 

5.3.3. Fabrication Route 3: Si Pre-Patterning 

This approach, which resulted in the successful fabrication of a 3D micro-capacitor was based on 

Si dry etching, which is very well-characterized and controllable. Figure 35 shows a CAD 

rendering of the fabrication steps.  

 

 
 
Figure 38: CAD representation of fabrication route 3: Si pre-patterning. (a)A Si wafer was 
spin-coated with a positive photoresist, Microposit Shipley 1813, which was exposed for 15 
seconds using a Karl-Suss Microtech MA6 mask aligner. (b) Dry Si etching was performed to 
create the electrical contacts and the bottom plate of the capacitor. (c) Wet oxidation was 
performed to introduce an insulating layer. (d) Au deposition was carried out to metalize the 
electrical contacts and bottom plate. (e) The nanolattice along with the top plate of the capacitor 
were written using TPL. (f) Au deposition was carried out to metallize the top plate of the 
capacitor and the connecting bridge. 
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Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) was performed in an Oxford Systems Plasma Lab 100 ICPRIE 

using a Bosch process and photoresist (Microposit Shipley 1813,) as etch mask. The Bosch 

recipe consists of 2 steps: an etch step that was set for 18 seconds and a deposition step that was 

set for 13 seconds. The details of the recipe are given in table X. After etching for 27 cycles 

which corresponds to ~15 minutes a depth of ~50μm was obtained (figure 36 (a)). Figure 36 (b) 

shows an SEM image of the pattern after Si dry etching which reveals a ~5μm undercut. 

Following DRIE, thermal oxide was grown on the etched Si substrate to create an insulating 

substrate. Wet thermal oxidation at 1100Cº was performed for 15 hours yielding an oxide 

thickness of ~1.5μm (figure 36 (c)). SEM images that were taken after thermal oxidation 

revealed smoothening of the surface as shown in figure 36 (d). 

 
Table X: Inductively coupled plasma etching of Si using a Bosch recipe. 
 
Etching step: 

 

Deposition step: 

 

Evaporation of 50nm of Ti and 80nm of Au was carried out in a Kurt J. Lesker Lab Line e-beam 

evaporator as schematically shown in fig xxx.  A Basal pressure lower than 10-7 torr and a rate of 
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1Å/s were observed to be necessary for an adequate directional deposition, which ensured 

electrical separation between the lower substrate and upper patterns. The large difference in 

atomic number between Au and SiO2 gave rise to a stark contrast in the SEM as evidenced in 

figure 36 (e, f), which revealed a clear separation between the bottom and top Au film. This first 

Au deposition formed the bottom capacitor plate and the electrical contacts. A nanolattice 

comprising a top solid plate and a slanted bridge was written on top of the bottom plate as shown 

in figure 36 (g). The last step consisted of evaporating 80nm of Au on the sample, which 

effectively gave rise to the top plate of the capacitor (figure 36 (h)). Electrical continuity between 

the top plate and one of the bottom electrical contacts was established via the connecting bridge 

as shown in figure 36 (k). 
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Figure 39: SEM images of the steps involved in fabrication route 3: Si pre-patterning. (a) Si 
substrate etched using a Bosch recipe (table X). The purple square indicates the section of the 
sample that is detailed in (b). (b) Zoomed-in image of the etch profile. A significant undercut 
(~5μm) was created via DRIE. (c) Post oxidation of the Si substrate showing substrate charging 
which is indicative of the insulating nature of the SiO2 that formed following oxidation. (d) 
zoomed-in view of the area outlined in the cyan box in (c) revealing surface smoothening after 
oxidation at 1100 Cº. (e) First deposition of Ti (50nm) and Au (80nm) used to metallize the 
electrical contacts and the bottom plate of the capacitor. The light gray signal in the image comes 
from Au. The dark gray signal comes from SiO2. Zoomed-in view of the area outlined in the 
green box shown in (e) revealing an evident contrast between the Au indicated by the yellow 
arrow and the SiO2 indicated by the green area. The dotted black lines were introduced on top of 
the border between the Au-coated area and the SiO2 area to highlight the separation between 
these two elements. (g) TPL was used to write a nanolattice on top of the bottom capacitor place, 
indicated by the cyan arrow. The orange arrows point to the electrical contacts. (h) Image 
showing the nanolattice after the second Au deposition used to metallize the top plate of the 
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capacitor, indicated by the purple arrow. (k) Zoomed-in view of the bridge that connects the top 
plate of the capacitor and one of the electrical contacts.  
 
 
EDS mapping shown in figure 37 confirmed that no electrical continuity existed between the 

bottom and the top plate of the 3D capacitor confirming the success of this fabrication approach. 

The low resolution of the EDS map was due to multiple factors: (1) the EDS detector in the SEM 

chamber that was used (FEI Nova 200) is positioned so that maximum signal is achieved when 

the sample is not tilted. Our sample needed to be tilted to an angle of 52º in order to probe for the 

presence of Au on the sides of the nanolattice which would cause a short circuit. (2) As a 

consequence of the weak signal introduced by tilting the sample a higher voltage (15keV) had to 

be used to collect enough x-ray. The high voltage caused charging of the nanolattice, which was 

made from insulating polymer, leading to charging-induced signal “vibrations” that effectively 

cause slight wobbling of the image. Despite this less-than-ideal situation figure 37 shows that a 

clear separation between the bottom and top Au-coated plated existed. 
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Figure 40: SEM images and corresponding EDS mapping of the fabricated capacitor. 
 (a) SEM image (top) and EDS map (bottom) of the nanolattice written on the bottom plate of the 
capacitor. The EDS map shows that Au (in yellow) was present on the top and bottom plates of 
the capacitor and a separation (in black) existed between the two. (b) SEM Zoomed-in view of a 
unit cell and part of the capacitor’s top plate. EDS map (bottom) of the nanolattice unit cell 
revealing that no Au was present on the side of the nanolattice. (c) SEM image of the area 
outlined by the cyan in figure 36 (c) showing that no Au was present on the sidewalls of the 
fabricated sample. The absence of the polymer making up the nanolattice decreased surface 
charging leading to a higher resolution EDS map. 
 

5.3.4. Mechanical Characterization 

Uniaxial monotonic compression experiments on the nanolattices were carried out at a constant 

strain rate of 10-3 s-1 to ~25% strain using a nanoindenter (G200, Agilent Technologies).   

Upon compression, the load-displacement data was collected and converted into stress-strain 

data. The effective structural stiffness of the nanolattices was calculated as detailed in section 

3.2.2. All nanolattices that were fabricated were made from IP-Dip. Figure 38 (a) shows SEM 

images of some of the nanolattices that were tested; from the left: R = 0.7μm/θ = 37.5º; R = 

1μm/θ = 30º and R = 1μm/θ = 45º. All fabricated nanolattices reveal bowing of the top plate, 

which was likely caused by polymer shrinking during development.  

The corresponding stress-strain curve for each nanolattice system is shown in figure 38 (b). An 

initial toe-region was present for all nanolattices with R = 1μm while it was absent for 

nanolattices with R = 0.7μm, which was likely due to limitations in instrument resolution; a 

probable scenario is that for very compliant nanolattices (E*≤ 0.5MPa) the nanoindentor might 

have started recording the “load on sample” only after a noise threshold level, which appeared to 

be ~10μN had been reached. The toe-region was likely caused by the bowing of the upper plate 

and slight misalignment between the compression tip and the nanolattice. 

A linear elastic region, indicated by the red slopes in figure 38 (b), followed the toe region and 
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was used to calculate the effective structural stiffness, E* 49,71.  

 

Figure 41: Mechanical characterization of polymer tetrakadecahedron nanolattices. (a) 
SEM images of some of the nanolattices that were fabricated. From the left: R = 0.7μm/θ = 
37.5º; R = 1μm/θ = 30º and R = 1μm/θ = 45º. (b) Representative stress-strain response to quasi-
static uniaxial compression of the nanolattices shown in (a). The red line represents the slope 
taken from the linear region of the stress-strain curve which was used to calculate the E* of the 
nanolattice. 

Table XI summarizes the structural stiffness results we recovered from the compression 

experiments. We observed that for a fixed unit cell size UT and elevation angle θ, changing R 

from 0.7μm to 1μm caused an increase in E* by more than 100%. On the other hand, changing θ 

from 30º to 45º while keeping R and UT fixed led to a decrease in E* by ~50% for UT = 25μm and 

~200% for UT = 30μm. Changing beam radius thickness had more drastic effects on the smaller 

unit cell size, UT = 25μm, while changing elevation angle had larger effects on the larger unit cell 

size, UT = 30μm. 
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Table XI: Nanolattice geometric features and corresponding structural modulus (E*). 

 

 
The post-elastic behavior was characterized by a plateau region, which is a typical behavior 

observed in cellular solids and likely caused by the formation of plastic hinges at the nodes of the 

unit cell. The polymeric nature of the nanolattices that were tested led to structural recovery 

without visible mechanical damage. 

	

5.3.5. Electrical Characterization 

The electrical performance of the fabricated 3D capacitor was monitored by using a network 

analyzer which measured reflected coefficient (S11) in comparison to the characteristic impedance 

(Z0) of 50Ω across a range of frequencies (ω = 0.2-4GHz). For small capacitance values, the 

capacitance values can be extracted from S11 according to the following equation: 

																																																																	𝐶 =

1
𝑆%%

− 1

𝑗2𝑍X𝜔
																																																																												(15)	
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Advanced design system (ADS) simulations were also carried out to include the effects of the 

instrument’s parasitic capacitance. Figure	39	shows	a	plot	of	the	capacitance	as	a	function	of	

frequency	and	includes	the	experimental	data	(orange),	the	values	obtained	from	ADS	

simulations	(blue)	and	theoretical	capacitance	calculated	from	equation	(13).	The	

theoretical	capacitance	was	expected	to	be	286fF	for	the	fabricated	capacitor	which	was	

comprised	of	540	unit	cells.	Each	unit	cell	had	lateral	dimensions	of	30μm	x	30μm	and	a	

height	of	21μm.	

 

Figure 42: Electrical characterization of the fabricated tetrakadecahedron capacitor. 
Simulated (light blue line), theoretical (dashed black line) and measured (orange line) 
capacitance was plotted as a function of frequency.	

 

Figure 39 reveals that the measured data varied within ~17% of the theoretical capacitance for 

frequencies lower than 3GHz. The instrument’s noise due to higher impedance at frequencies 

higher than 3GHz led to the measulinered capacitance to reach values close to ~360fF which 

deviated from the theoretical capacitance by ~25%. The simulated data incorporated the 
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instrument’s parasitic capacitance and accurately predicted the experimentally measured 

capacitance for frequencies close to 3GHz where the instrument’s parasitic capacitance plays a 

bigger role. 

5.4 Summary and outlook 

In this chapter we detailed the fabrication and testing of a mechanically tunable 3D capacitive 

sensor with a basal capacitance of ~280fF that could be used to monitor cell forces in 3D 

microenvironments. Currently it is unknown at what level of hierarchy cells engage the 

nanolattices. The fabricated device has the capability to indicate whether cells mechanically 

engage the nanolattice at the single unit cell level or at a more global level. This information 

could shed light on cell mechanics in 3D microenvironments, which represent more 

physiologically realistic conditions. Future work will be focused on determining the sensitivity 

of the fabricated sensor by continuously recording capacitance changes during dynamic uniaxial 

compression experiments. 
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